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The pottery consumption c AD 260-70 at the Roman coastal defence 
fort, Oudenburg, N orthem G~ul . 

So.fie Vanhoutte, Wouter Dhaeze and Wim De Clercq 

Summary 

A study of military pottery consumption at the transition 
of the middle to late Roman period based on an 
important pottery group from a dump of c AD 260-70 at 
the Roman Saxon Shore fort at Oudenburg, West 
Flanders, Belgium 

The Oudenburg castellum ·and the context of 
the pottery dump 

Oudenburg (Province of West-Flanders) is situated 8km 
frqm the Flemish coastline, in the polder area between 
Ostend and Bruges (Fig 1). In Roman times the site was 
strategically positioned on an elevated sandy ridge of 

mudflats and marshes intersected by natural gullies 
overlooking the Coastal Plain (see Mostaert 2000, 4). 

Long before the first excavations took place it has been 
assumed that there was a Roman fort at Oudenburg on the 
basis of toponymic, topographic and historic sources 
together with Roman finds. recorded since the l 7th 
century. Excavations in the I 950's proved the presence of 
the fort and research in the · t 950's, 60's and 70's by 
Joseph Mertens located several successive castel/a, with 
two related military cemeteries more than 400m to the 
west of the fort as well as the remains of an older civil 
settlement (Mertens 1977, 1980, 1987; Mertens and Van 
lmpe 1971; Creus 1975). Mertens concluded that 
Oudenburg· had had a long military history from the late 

Fig 1: Locations of Oudenburg, Aardenburg, Domburg and Schouwen, the Saxon Shore forts in Britain and the 
presumed Saxon Shore forts ~f Belgica Secu~da · · · 
. - . 
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2nd century until the beginning of the 5th. The plan of the 
fort, 'its topographical position and several finds suggest 
that the.stone fort.ofOudenburg formed part of~e Litus 
Saxonicu,;,, the defensive system along the Channel, 
together with the ··Saxon Shore· forts along the south~rn 
shores of Britain. At the beginning of the 1990's a civil 
cremation.cemetery and ~ces of a civil '.Settlement, .both 
dating to the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD, we~e found to the 
sou~ of the fort· (H?.llevoet 199~ and .1 ~93): 

\ ,:,. . .. 

feature k; Fig 3). OS. 4980, a large bowl-shaped pit, was 
originally approximately IOxlOm dug to a depth of 1.7 
m (Fig 4) with a rather flat bottom. The sections through 
the structUre are not central due to the constraints of the 
excavation. They show that .the primary filling of the. pit 
had an average thickness of around 0. 75m, increasing in 
some places to lip.. Tbe ·layers of the primary fill 
consisted of dark compact organiC clay layers, 
alternating with a few more sandy levels and with 
several shell concentrations of mussels and cockles, 
assumed to be con~umption waste. These pri~ary 
fillings ~ere sealed by later layers of pit fill. OS 4980 
was partly cut by the circular construction pit of a large 
wooden basin 4.5m square, during the last phase· of the 
fort (~ee Fig 2). . ·. . 

. A planned building project ·on the south-west comer of 
the fort provided a unique opportunity for .large-s9ale 
arch~eological research and a chance to investigate in 
detail the spatial organisation of a Roman 'fort of the 
coastal defence system: An archaeological ··rescue 
campaign at Oudenburg-Spegelaere (the site was named 
after the planned new· supennarket) was carried out by The stratigraphic relationships of pit OS 4980 to other 
the Flemish Heritage Institute (VIOE) between August excavated features show it to have been dug in the 
2001 and. April 2005. These excavations. produced penultimate fort ' period. The primary filling of the pit 
evidence for a sequence of possibly.three turf and timber - only yjelded tw~ badly· preserved coins: a sesterti~s of 
castella and two stone forts ofc 153xl76m . .The.iatest , the lst or'2nd century AD (perhaps Trajan) considered 
pliase, dating to the 4th centuryAD was presumed ·to be to be a residual, redeposited piece, and a sestertius only 
a .. part .of the Litus -Saxonicum. The· storie fort was generally datable in the period mid 2~d to . c 270 AD. 
defended by a presumed double .ditch . of almost 30m During .this penultimate fort period this south-west area 
wide (Vanhoutte ZOO?) (Fig 2: features 1 and 2): There was reserved for industrial activities, with more than 20 · 
are various : indications that' the shift · towards . stone workshops. (furnaces and hearths: Fig 2, features a, c, f, 
defences had already taken place in the· second half of g, i), presumable storage' places (Fig 2, feature h) and a 
the 3rd century as was the case for the forts ·in Bri~in well (Fig 2, feature · j), and a possible living-quarter 
(Pearson 20.02, 65). Mertens discovered the remains of a more to the east (Fig 2, feature 1). Pit OS 4980 just cuts 
stone building dating to .this .first stone-fort phase along , ·. the edge of a shallow pit (Fig 2, feature b) filled with 
one of the main .roads of the fort ' (Mer:tens 1980, 4~3). .copper7alloy material ' pointing to brooch production, 
(Fig 2: feature 3). Th.e· three prec~ding ~ an~ .!im~er . ·. clearly· a waste pit from metal-working in this-·area.· The 
forts are likely.to have been elements of an older coastal·· primary filling "Of pit OS 4980 also yielded several 
defence system alon.g the ~atilish· and Brit!~h coastHne. · . . unbent brooches and semi-manufactUred parts of 

. fibulae, suggesting that the pit was filled <luting the life 
The 'infonnation presented here is a detailed study of a . . .· . of the workshops or th~t deposited copper-alloy waste 
pottery .. assemblage. fioni . a large pit in_ the . south-west · · had been disturbed in the con.struction process of this 
comer.ofthe first stone-fort phase.ofthe coastal defence·: · pit. The level sealing the primary filling dates to a later 
fort at Oudenburg recovered during ~hese.· e:i{cavations. phase of the same fort period, the end of which is 

. . . '.' ' . . . . ·. : ' marked by an important burnt layer, locally attested in 
Thi.s study is an important· aipect.of the:origoing post~ •· .. .. other areas. This ~u~t layer and the layers overlying the 
excavation-research of the Oudenbrirg .site· . .The pottery . · abandoried wel! G) of the same fort period, yielded a 
p~esented here is from an iniportruit key: cdntext for "the ·. . · 1arg~. number of radiate copies of Tetricus I and II (AD 
understanding: of the phasing of the fort occupation. Also .. · . 2.7 l-7 4) and their contemporaries · \\'.hi eh can be 
the assemblage is ·a significant reference colleetion ·.ro·i ·, .. ·generally dated to the period c AD '275-300 (Dr J van 
this period in Northern. Flan.ders; as- well as ·having .' · Heesch pers .. comm) ._ An oak beam, found as recycled 
relevance for Romano-British ·pottery, studies. · · : : c~nsfruction . mat~rial in a se.condary deposit, had a 

felling da:te : which cou~d be dated to' c AD 266 by 
·aendrochroriology (Vanhoutte et al in press), providing 
. confimiation· for the dating of this fort period suggested 

Context and taphonoiny of the assemblage 

_Tue pottery studied "· co~prises 5640 sherds . ~ith . a . 
minimum number of.vessels·(MNI) of 739 (see Pottery · 

·study methods. below for methodology . aeiai/s). This 
· pottery assemblage was collected from pit ·os 4980 (OS 
· = Oudenburg-~pegelaere), located . in . the .. south-west · 
comer of the fort; 'just within th? earthen ramp~rt (Fig 2: 

·· by. the: in ;iiil irtformatio~. . .. . 
....... . \ - . 

-'·. ,.} 

The .. priinary .pit filling 'of OS 4980 was sealed by 
secondary tevels . in the last phas~ of the penultimate fort 

. and again . duri.ng its . final p~riod of occupation · ( 4th 
.cent:urY ·AD).'.,ThC? pottery · from these sealing layers is 

.· 
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Fig 3: OS 4980 pit: view of the west-east section (phqto: copyright VIOE) 

more fragmented and sherds have fewer fresh breaks and 
more abraded surfaces. This sugg«sts that these levels 
accumulated· more slowly and were more exposed to the 
elements for a time. These layers are in tum sealed by a 
rubbish level corresponding with the demolition of the 
abandoned fort. The presence of a hearth shows this to 
be an occupation level (Fig 4). During the early Middle 
Ages the depression.formed by subsidence of the fill of 
the pit 'Yas levelled. L~stly two well-const;ucted hearths 
were sited on top of the ·depression '•during late 
Carolingian times (of which one-was cut by the N-S 
section). 

The large number of .finds suggests that pit OS 4980 was . 
a waste-pit. As well as a large amount of pottery, the 
primary fillings also yielded an enormous quantity of 
animal bones, 'mainly from consumption and butchery 
waste; a significant number of tile fragments; hundreds 
of iron and copper alloy pieces; two small fragments of 
human skull, presumably redeposited; and three more
or-less complete copper-alloy vessels were excavated 
from the centre of the pit (Fig 4). Dozens of leather · 
pieces " including some from several sho'es were 
recovered, as well as the remains of a wooden bowl 
(oak) with a diameter of c 0.45m~ a fragment of~ smaller 
wooden vessel, several glass fragments, six bone 

hairpins, six pieces qf millstones, dozens of, plaster 
fragments, two whets~ones, a ceramic gaming counter, 
and two coins. Although the copper-alloy vessels and the 

_almost-complete ceramic and wooden vessels first 
seemed to have originated as a ritual deposit, it is 
thought that the number of finds, their variety, the 
several cross-joins and the location of the pit in the 
corner of the fort indicate that this pit was a dump for 
consumption waste. This does not exclude the possibility 
that ritual activity of some kind may have taken place at 
some poi!1t-while pit OS 4980 was in use. 

It appears that all these objects had been thrown into the 
pit deliberately, immediately or shortly after they became 
unfit for use. The pottery includes many large potsherds, 
from which complete pottery profiles or almost complete 
vessels could be reconstructed. The deposit is therefore 
probably to be seen as a primary deposit containing - . 
material discarded away immediately after breakage. The 
almost-intact Dr 38 and a few mortaria demonstrate this 
clearly. The freshness of the breaks and Jack o f wear of the 
other sherds underlines this. 

However the layered structure of the filling suggests that 
the dump • was not the result of a single discard event. 
Despite this the homogeneity of the pottery from 

sub1to e v licensed customer copy supplied for Flanders Manne Institute Library (SLI05X00225E) 
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different lil.yers ·within ~e primary fining · and the 
occurrence of several cross-joining sherds, indicate.that · 
the pit was filled within a quite short time-span. Joining · 
sherd~ from a D~~ssel 20 amphora and a Niederbieber . 
33b . colour-coateCl beaker, . recovered from different . 
fayers within this filling; ill~strate _this well. (Only' a .. very 
few cross~joining sherds came from the primary and 
secondary, fillings, unded~ing that . these are . 
chronologically ·separate. TJie few_ cross-Joining sherds ·.· 
are: to be seen as,residual, redeposited from the primary 
_filling to the later secondary pit fillings. A few rare c;ross~ 
joins between later deposits and the. primary ~Hing" may 
be d~e to human failure during excavation). 

Fabric code 
LEZSA 
TRI SA 
RHZSA 
·ARGSA 
'BLASA 
NOGSA. 

KOLCC · 
'MOSBS .. ' · 

LNVCC 
.NFOCC 

NOGTR ' 

NOGSAPFO 
NOMFR 

· Table 1 :. Fabrics present 

Short description . 
Central Gaulish samian 
Trier. samian 
Rhelnzabern samlan 
·Argonne sa!?ian 
black samian 
North Gaulish· samian 

: Cofogne colour-coated war«i 
Mos.elkeramlk black-slipped ware 
Lower Nene Valley colour-coated ware 
New Forest colour-coated ware 

North Gaulish terra rubra 

. North 9aulish saponaceous fine oxidised ware 
North Menapian fine reduced ware 

.. · NOGFR 
LLWl · 

The piimary . filling . also . contained · some- more 
fragmented material and this was probably· redeposited · 
residuai ·material derived from. earlier · deposits 
elsewhere, perhaps froin 'surfac~ Clea~~ce or .. from other 
refuse or waste accW:nulatioris nearby. These · potsherds 
do not fo~ complete profiles and h.ave no cross-joining 
pieces. Some ceramic sherds show trace5 of having beeri 
previously deposited outside· the fort. Thre~ potsherds -
.were covered by the .remains of chalk plates of sea pox 

· .North Gaulish fine reduced ware 
Low Lands Ware 1 · 

or of small moss creatures (identification by A El-vynck·, 
Flemish Hentage Institute), indicating that they Jay for 
some time in bratkish or sea :water (it is unclear if this 
was before or after breakage) before they were brought 
back into the fo~ to be thrown away. 

Methodolo'gy . 

Fabrics 
The 5640 ceramic sherds of ·the · pottei:y ·dump, 
·representing a ":MN! of 72?, w~re grouped into fabrics~ 
Fresh breaks were systematically .observed under the 
binocular mieroscope (Xi0-:-40). The fabric codes of 
Tomber· and Dore · 1998 were used as much as possible 
(Table" 1). New.codes were creat.e<ffor fabrics not listed 
in Tomber and .Dore .. (ibid), where . possible using the 
same coding system with characters 1- 3"indfoating the 
source area, and characters 4--;(idenoting.the technology. -
The fabrics listed in Tomber and ·oore (ibid) are only _. 
briefly described, whereas the new fabrlcs are discussed 
in detail, following the. system· proposed by Peacock 
(1977a). The flagons were not catalogued in the group of . 
oxidised-ware as they are in ToJI!her· and-Dore_ (1998)°, 

· but ip a separate group as·are the dolia. In total 39 fabrics . 
are present in the OS 4980 pottery a~semblage (Table 1 ). · . · 
Undetennined fabrics, coded UND, are ·not included·in 
the fabrics listed in the table. · · .. 

Quantification 
.After dividing the sherds into fabric types, they were : 

-- quantified. Two quantificatio·n methods .were· used: she_t:d 
. ·count and minimum numbers of vessels (MNI) (Table 2 
and 3). . . " · · · · · · . . '~ · ·: : . . . · · · · '. 

IMPPRG 

LLWl FL 
- NOGSAPFL . 

MEVFL 
KOLFL 

· Rues-des-Vignes. pornpei~n red.ware 

· Low Lands Wiire 1 flagons 
North Gauli~h sap~~aceous flagons 
Meuse Valley flagons 
<:otogne flagons 

BAT A~ II Baetican amphorae 2 
GAL AM I · · ·. Gaulls~ amphorae· I 

NOG DOL . ·.North Gaulish-dolls 

SOL WH : Soller White ware (mortaria) 
MEV WH · . . Meuse Valley White ware {mortaria) 
BAV OX . • , .. Bavay .. oxldlsed (mortarla) · 

URM OX . · ~ · · · Urmltz coarse oxidised ware 
RME OX " .. · Rhine-Meuse-Elfel coarse oxidised ware 
MAY CO · Mayen coarse ware 

NOMRE '. 
ATRRE : . ' 
LLWl . .. 

Noryh Menaplan coars~ reduced w~re · • 
Atrebatlan coarse reduced ware 

.. Low Lands Ware 1 
· "· La Caloterie coarse reduced ware 
·. ,North Morlnlan c~ane reduced ~are 

. · Cambrai __ coarse reduced ware 

.CALO RE 
NOMORE · . 
CAM RE . 
UNDRE ·... : · ?.Colchester bl_ack-burnlshed ware 2 

NOMHAI . 
NOMHA2 
NOMHA3 
DORBBl 

" 

·· ''.· ·· North Menaplan.handmade ware 1 
. North Menaplan handmade ware ~ 

· ; North Menaplan handmade ware 3 
· South-East Donel black-burnished ware 1 

Fabric codes in bold are listed in Tomber & Dore 1998 . . . 

- ··. ·' ', .. 

Sherd co~t -. is -. the . ~irriplest quantification method. In 
this case· all individual sherds were counted regardless of 
the number ofjoinihg sherds identified. This does have 
·the disadvantage that vessel" or fabric types with a 
high degree of fragmentation may be over-represented in 
. comparison to th~se with a lower level of brokenness. 
'IJlis-. method also gives a ·bfased·representation to large 
vess.els, such as amphorae and storage jars, however 
recent work has shown that counting sherds . is as 

. · . r~liable · as · other methods of pottery quantifi_cation 
commonly ih use (Symonas and Haynes · 2007). 

s~bito eV ! ice~sed customer copy supplie~ for Fland~rs Marine lnsiitute· Liprary (SLI05X00225E) 
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Table 2: Quantification qf pottery types present 

Fabric Group 
Samian ware 
Colour-coated & 
Black-slipped ware 
Terra rubra 
Fine oxidised ware ' 

Sherd-count 
245 

31 

Fine reduced ware 287 
Pompelan red ware 3 
Flagons . . · · 6~2 
Amphorae 106 
Dolia 4 
Mortaria 44 
Coarse oxidised ware 10 
Coarse reduced ware 1882 
Handmade ware 2374 
Totals 5640 

% 
4.34· 
0.54 

0.01 
0.01 
1.50 
0.05 

11.56 
1.87 
0,07 
0.78 
0.17 

33.36 
42.09· 
99.85 

Miff 
89 
15 

1 
27 " 
2 

21 
JO 
1 
7 
6 

261, 
298 
739 

% 
12.04 
2.02 

0.13 
0.13 
3.65 
0.27 

. 2.8~ 

1.35 
0.13 
0.94 
0.81 

35.3 
40~32 
99.93 

Table 3: Quantities of pottery by fabric type 

Pottery group 
Samlan ware 

Colour-coated & 
Black-slipped ware 

Fabric code . 
CNGSA 
RHZSA 
TRI SA 
RHZ SA!I1U SA 
ARGSA 
NOGSA 
BLASA 
UNDSA 
Totals 

KOL CC 
MOSBS 
LNVCC 
NFOCC 
UNDRS 
UNDCC 
UND CC/UND BS 
Totals 

Terra rubra · NOG TR · 

Fine oxidised ware NOG SAP FO 

. . Fine reduced ware NOM FR 
NOGFR 
LLWl 
Totals 

Pompelan red ware RDV PR 

Flagons LLWl FL TW 
NOG SAV.FL TW 
KOLFLTW 
MEVFLTW 
LLWl FLSW 
LLWl FL TW/SW 
Totals · 

Amphorae BAT AM 2 
GALAM I 
Totals 

Sherd-count MN/ 
4 . 2 

103 36 
97 38 
4 3 
6 4 
4 2 
1 l 

26 3 
245 

1 
13 
11 

2 

2 
31 

· 1 

274 
. ~ 

8. 
287 

3 

275 
1 
1 
1 

119 
255 

. 652 

102 
4 

106 

89 . 

I 
4 
4 

2 
.2 
15 

22 
. . 1 

4 
27 

2 

12 . 
1 . 

1 
1 
4 
2 

. ". 2i 

6 
4 

10 

The MNI was estimated by separating the sherds into 
groups representing individual vessels. 

The calculation. was ·primarily based on diagnostic 
sherds (rim, base, handle and distinctive wall sherds of 
decorated .vessels). This method also has disadvantages. 
Ttie exact number of vessels present · can only' be 
estimated. Also the calculation is .!>iased in favour of 
decorated vessels;eg individually distinctive vessels like 
decorated Drag 37 bowls are more easily identified than 
plain ones. However the different biases of the two 
methods can partly be compensated for by comparison 
of tlie results of the two quantification methods. 

Presentation 
The pottery from pit OS 4980 has been subdivided and 
ordered by fabric and in ~range from fine to coarse wares 
as follows: samian; colour;coated · and black-slipped; 
terra rubra; fine oxidised; fine reduced; flagons; 
amphorae; dolia or storage jars; mortaria; coarse 
oxidised; coarse reduced; and .. finally handmade wares. 
Each section describes the various fabrics and types and 
discusses their <;iates and functions. A concluding section 
discusses the significance of the pottery assemblage for 
understanding the Oudenburg fort and also its importance 
for pottery research in northern Gaul and beyond. 

Pottery group 
Mortaria .. 

Fabric code 
SOLWH 

Sherd-count 
21 

MEVWH 17 
MEV MOR/SOL MOR I 
UNO MOR 
Totals 

Coarse oxidised ware MAY CO 
URMOX 
RMEOX 
UNDCO 
Totals 

Coarse reduced ware . NOM RE 
LLWl 
ATilRE 
CALO RE 
ARD RE 
CAM RE ' 
UND RE l 
UNDRE 
Totals 

Handmade ware NOMHAl 
.. NO.MHA2 

NOMHA3 
DORBBl 
UNDHA 
Totals 

5 
44 

1 

I 

7 
10 

1824 
· 2 
33 .. 

3 
11 
3 
3 . 

.3 . 

1882 

666 
1424 
243 

23 
18 

2374 

MNI 
3 
1 . 

2 

7 

3 
6 

233 

14 
2 
7 

2 

261 

100 
178' 

13 
6 

Dolia ·NOGDOL . .4 · I .. . · ·. Overall totals . 5640 

298 

739 

. V 1· sed customer c;py supplied for F~anders; Marine ·lnstitllte Libr~ry (SUO~X00225-E) 
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The pottery 

Samian 
A considerable quantity of the sherds recovered from pit 
OS 4980 consists of samian pottery (Figs 5 and 6): in total 
245 sherds (4.34%) and MNI 89 (12.04%). Many sherds 
are burnt, some of them on the footring. The samian group 
offers new insights into the consumption of this ware in 
mid-to-late 3rd century contexts in Northern Flanders, but 
also sheds an important light ·on the later phases of 
production and export of samian from the · Trier and 
Rheinzabern workshops. The analysis below is based on 
the MNI quantification of the assemblage. However, more 
gen~·ral features, observed for individual sherds within 
each type, have also been taken into account in discussing 
the types and fabrics. The drawings of the sarnian pottery 
are classified according to the fabrics in which the 
different vessel types are shown. 

,~, 

14 . 

15 

Fabrics 
Several samian pottery fabrics were identified. The Trier 
(TRI SA) (42.7% by MNI) and Rheinzabem (RHZ SA) 
(40.4% by MNI) products dominate the group and are 
equally represente~, while vessels originating from the 
Argonne (4.5% of the MNI), Central-Gaulish (CNG SA) 
(2.2% by MNI) and North-Gaulish workshops (NOG 
SA) (2.2% by MNI) were found in very low quantities. 
The fabric of some sherds could not be determined since 
they were heavily burnt (25 sherds) or there was 
uncertainty as to nature of the inclusions (3 sherds) (in 
total 6.~%). Fresh breaks were compared to the Tomber 
and Dore (1998) and Bird (1993) descriptions and are 
described below accordingly with any additional 
observations and comments added. 

CNG SA: Pale red-brown coloured fabric containing 
various ill-sorted inclusions amongst which are silver 

f EJ 2 

'~ 

16 

Fig 5: Samian: Centrdl Gaulish (no 1) and Rheinzabern (nos 2- 18) fabrics, seal~ 1:4. Stamps 1:1 
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Fig 6: Samian: Rheinzabern (nos 1-2), Trier (nos 3-17), Argonne (nos 18-19), undetermined (nos 20-21) and North 
Gaulish (no 22) fabrics, scale 1:4. Stamps 1:1 
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mica, moderate to abundant limestone and black to 
brown iron-rich grains, with brown, glossy slip. Fig 5, 
no 1. -

TRI SA: Very pale, white to yellowish-cream coloured 
fabric with abundant to very abundant limestone 
inclusions (up to Imm), smooth fracture, surface 
covered with a pale, dull orange-red poor quality slip, 
very similar to mid-3rd-century Trier fabric (Bird 1986, 
143; Bird 1993, 2) and Huld-Zetsche for the Trier 
'Massenfund' (1971, 22, 85). This pale fabric seems 
different . to the fabrics of . the very latest Trier 
proguctions (an industry fading-out between 
260-300AD) described by Frey based on finds in Borg 
(Frey 2001, 43-44 and 2000, 213-14) in which the latest 
Trier vessels seem to be characterized by a dark-red to 
brown-orange coloured fabric. Fig 6, nos 3-17. 

RHZ SA: Orange-brown to orange-yellowish fabric 
containing moderate to abundant well-sorted limestone 
often showing central voids (<0.3mm) with very few 
other inclusions, with a· smooth, lustrous orange-brown -
slip of good quality. The fabric is probably close to 
Reuters' fabric 2-3 (2005, 210-11). This fabric clearly 
represents better .quality productions than des£ribed by 
Bird for the early 3rd century samian from the St 
Magnus House group (Bird 1986, 144) but has the same 
glossy light-orange slip which is there ascribed to the 
mid-3rd century (Bird 1986, 144; Bird 1993, 2}. Fig 5, 
nos 2-18; Fig 6, nos 1-2. 

ARG SA: Orange-yellow fabric containing few visible 
inclusions except for some quartz irains or sparse micas · 
({or a petrographic description: see Brulet et al 2000, 
223-4), less smooth fabric than TRI SA and RHZ SA, 
smooth, lustrous orange-yellowish slip of moderate to 
poor quality. Fig 6, nos 18- 19. 

14 

12 

10 

NOG SA: Pale, cream fabric becoming more brown 
towards the sherd surfaces, containing abundant quartz 
grains, iron oxides and some argillite, with an orange to 
red-brown slip (Col Pl 2, a). Brulet et al (2000) have 
described three different North-Gaulish fabrics (not 
ascribed to regions of origin) based. on finds in 
occupation contexts from Toumai, Bavay and Arras, and 
from the production site at Les Rues-des-Vignes near 
Cambrai. The fabric found at Oudenburg is very close to 
fabric B (ibid 2000, 224). Fig 6, no 22. 

BLA SA: Buff-grey fabric with a few visible but 
unidentifiable inclusions, and with a black lustrous 
gloss. Only one sherd, probably originating from a dish; 
similar, larger pieces of dishes have been recovered from 
contemporary contexts. The origins of this ware are 
obscure. 'Black' samian or black 'metallescente' colour 
coated dishes of similar form were produced in Central 
(Johns 1963; Simpson 1973; Creuzenet 1996) as well as · 
in Eastern Gaul (Desbat and Vilvorder 2000) (see also 
Brulet et al 1999). 

Typology 
Cups: Samian· cups are relatively rare in the assemblage, 
only 6 MNI, mainly consisting of Dr 33 from 
Rheinzabem and Trier. Most sherds are fragments from 
low, thick-walled unstamped vessels with a thick base. 
One example, in an undetermined fabric, has a large 
diameter compared to a low height (Fig 6, no 21). The 
remaining form in RHZ SA is the Massenfund 8 collared 

. cup (Fig 5, no 17) datea to the middle of the 3_rd century 
(Huld-Zetsche 1971; Reuter 2005). 

Dishes: These totalled 18 MNI, dominated by Dr 32 and 
Dr 36 in TRI SA (Fig 6, no 10) and equivalent forms Lud 
Ta, Te and Ti (Fig 5, nos 11-15) in RHZ SA, except for a 
residual Dr 18/31 in CNG SA. One RHZ SA dish of the 
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Lud Ta or Te type was stamped with the illiterate stamp 
lIXVlIX (Fig 5, no 15). Another Lud Te bears a line
stamp (or Strichstempel), a characteristic feature dated to 
the mid-3rd century (Bird 1993, 3). Another Dr 32 or 36 
in TRI SA ~as stamped ATILLIDOF (Fig 6, no 10), a 
potter also found in Niederbieber (but not from the same 
die) (Oelmann 1913, taf9, 2). A stamp ME[ .. )VSSAon a 
Niederbieber 5b most probably reads MERCVSSA (Fig 6, 
no 9) (A potter unknown. to Dr I Huld-Zetsche (pers 
comm),.Dr B Dickinson provided the identification of the . 
stamp, but the die has no parallel). A similar but complete 
stamp was found on a Dr 32 in a nearby an~ contemporary 
well at the Oudenburg site (Fig 2, feature j). Both forms 
are abundant in 3rd century contexts. Form Dr 32 (Lud Ta) 
is a characteristic 3rd century form. It is also abundant in 
the Regensburg Grasgasse (dated AD 278-81: Reuter 
2005). Niederbieber Form 5b is a close variant of the Dr 
32 type l;mt has an almost beaded rim (Fig 5, no 18). Form 
Dr 36 (Lud Te) already inproducion in the lstcentury was 
still being made in the 3rd century. Finds at Trier (Huld
Zetsche ·1971, type lOa) and Pforzheim (Kortfun 1995, 
241) seem to indicate that the latest Dr 36 vessels were 
produced until the middle of the 3rd century . . The 
Oudenburg examples are from large dishes, in some cases 
without the barbotine leaves on the rim (Fig 5, no 14). A 
remarkabie dish is the small, footless Niederbieber 11 b, 
Massenfund 6, Gose (1950) Type 44 (Fig 5; no 10) in 
RHZ SA. Finds at Pforzheim (Kortum 1995), Langenhain 
(Simon and Koller 1992), Trier (Huld-Zetsche 1971 ), 
Holzhausen (Pferdehirt 1976) and London (Bird i986) 
suggest that this form was introduced during the 2nd · 
quarter of the 3rd century and was still in use during the 
mid-3rd century. The small dish is, however absent from 
Regensb~rg-Grasgasse, dated to the years AD ·278-81 
(Reuter 2005). · 

A small wall-fragment (not illustrated) from context OS 
4980 is an example of a remarkable series of dishes in 
'black samian' (BLA ~A), with . elaborate barbotine 
decoration. More complete examples were found . in 

·. other contemporary contexts at Oudenburg. . · 

~ 

Plain bowls: There were 19 MNI of deep dishes or plain 
bowls. Of these, eight Dr 31 and one Dr 3 lR were in TRI · 
SA. (Fig 6, nos 11-14). A stamp reading APOLI on the 
base of a Dr 31 (or 32) '(Fig 6, no ; 11) remains 
unparalleled, and this potter is not known to Dr I Huld-
Zetsche (pers comm). · 

Bowls Lud Sa and/or Lud Sb and the rouletted variant 
Lud SbR are well represented in RHZ SA cfig 5;no 16, 
Fig 6, nos 1-:-2). Two Lud SbR sherds . are ~tamped; 
VE[.;]SF (Fig . 6, no · 1) reads as. VERVS from 
Rheinzabem (Oswald 1931, 332; Ludowici (1912) 4, 64, 
stamp 8345). A stamped ·vessel from VERVS was found · 
at the Trier Louis-Linz-Strasse (Loescke)923) in,a find 

context. dated to AD 260-75 . The die differs from the 
Oudenburg piece and it is not clear if this potter moved 
from Rheinzabem to Trier or not (Dr I Huld-Zetsche pers 

. comm). Another stamp on a Lud SbR reads EVRITVSF 
(Fig 6, no 2), a potter known to have worked in 
Rheinzabem (Oswald 1931, 117) during the 3rd century 
(Dr I Huld-Zetsche and Dr M Thomas (pers comm)). 

Dr 31 or the Rheinzabem equivalents Lud Salb are 
characteristic bowls/deep dishes of the 1ate 2nd century 
and early to mid-3rd century. They were produced (at 
least} until the second quarter of the 3rd century 
(Pferdehirt 1976, 67) but were gradually replaced by the 
Dr 32 by the middle of the 3rd century (Reuter 2005, 
218). However, sherds of Dr 31 are still present·in some 
later·assemblages such as the Trier Louis-Linz-Strasse
complex; dated AD 259-60 by Loescke but ·put 
somewhat later, cAD 275, by Gard (Loeschke 1923, taf 
11; Gard cited by Huld-Zetsche 1971, 23) and in other 
contexts of the 3rd quarter of the 3rd century. 

Decorated bowls: There were 11 (MNI) decorated 
bowls; four MNI in RHZ SA, six in TRI SA and one in 
ARG- SA; together with some heavily burnt sherds and 
one in an undetermined fabric (Fig 6, no 20). The · 
Argonne piece (Fig 6, no 18) is a small (residual?) 
fragment, probably representing a human figure in a 
double . medallion. The Rheinzabem sherds are very 
fragmented and the decorative schemes remain 
unidentified, except for one sherd, with a repetitive 
combat-scene between two gladiators and a series of 
blurred ovolos (type .Ricken and Fischer 1963: E17 or 
23?) (Fig 5, no 3). The gladiator fighting to the left (type 
Ri-Fi M216a) and his opponent to the right (type Ri-Fi 
. M227a) are well known in the decorative repertoire used 
by., the late Rheinzabem group Qf potters, including the 
Julius ff.:.Julianus I group. This group is dated by Simon 
(1968, 22) and Bernhard (19811 abb. 3) to after 233 AD 
a~d is well represented in contexts dated in the second 
third of the 3rd century (c AD 233-60/270, eg the 
Londoti'New Fresh Warf group, dated toAD. 235~5 by 
Bird (1986, 143), see also Bird (2002, 34-35) and Scholz 
(2006, 36) with reference to other authors dating the 
·Julius 11- Julianus ·I group between AD 210/230 ·;and 
260/270). : 

" . 
One rim.sherd in RHZ SA was identified as a·Dr 37R 
(Fig 5, n~ 2); a low small and rouletted version of the Dr 
37 (Oswald and Pryce 1920;221-23, pl ?~);Another rim 
fragment (Fig 5, no 4) shows a high, flaring rim. The 
Niederbieber fonn · 16 . and several find~ · . such as the 
Langenhain cellar-find (Simon and Kohler 1992, taf 39) 
prove that this form was still in use during the 3rd 
century.· Less fragmentary wall-sherds .of some TRI SA 
Drv37 (Fig 6, nos 6-.-8) occur," depicting animals, leaves 
and ~~lumns. Some motifs such as the panther (Polzer 
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1913, 594) and bird (Folzer 684), a large triangular leaf 
(Folzer 776?) or a do)lble-leaf (Folzer 907) are typical 
decorative elemeri~ of the 3rd century .Trier workshops·. 
Dr I Hi.lld~Zetsche (p.ers comm) could not suggest known 
potters for any of the Trier decorated sherds:According 
to Bittner (1986) the production of mould-decorated. 
fo~s in Rlieinzabern stopped in . the years around AD 
260. Trier workshops were still producing Dr 37 at that 
time, probably until the end of the 3rd century (Frey 
2000). . . 

Flanged bowls: Collared . bowls are rare . in the 
· assemblage. They consist of two Dr ~8 in TRI SA and · 

CNG SA fabrics and two Lud Sd ·in RHZ SA. The large 
Dr 38 in CNG-SA (Fig 5, no 1) is an almost complete 
vessel showing intense traces of use. Cut-marks and an 
eroded slip in the interior seem to indicate that this piece 
was in use for a long time before its deposition. The lack 
of a bead-rim could be an indication for a 3rd-century 
date (Bird J 993, 10). The shallower. Dr 38 with square 
flange (Fig 6, no 15) al~o seems typologically indicative 
of later, c 3rd century, productions (Huld-Zetsche 1971, · 
type · 15; Bird 1993, 10). Dr 38 flanged bowls :are very 
common in contexts of the 2nd century and first-half of 
the 3rd century but become rare in the second-half of the 
3rd century. Production in Rheinzabem must have come 
to a halt by the middle of that century (Kortiim 1994, 
251). However, .the Trier Massenfund (Huld-Zetsche 
1971;34, tYJ>e 15) and the Louis-Linz-Strasse-complex ·· 
(dated AD 259 or 260-75) (Loeschke 1923, taf 11; 10) 
suggest that this fonn was still produced in Trier in the 
3rd quarter ·or the 3rd century. . ·: 

Chenet (1941) form 335 (Fig 6, no 19). Chenet Form 
335 was made during the 3rd ·century in the Lavoye 
workshops (ibid, 85) and continued. to be produced 
in the following century. The. high-quality . Lud\rm 
and ·LudVmg (decorated with barbotine leaves and 
scrolls) (Niederbieber · 24) are characteristic mid-3rd 
century beakers:· Production . ended in the period 
between the -last 3rd of the 3rd century and the 
beginning of the 4th (Reuter 2005, 224). Some 
footrings (Fig 5, nos 7-8) could belong to other LudVm 
variants (a, c, or d). 

Flagons: 1 MNI of a possible flagon was. found (Fig 5, 
no 9). The thick walled sherd in RHZ SA has an 
indentation in the wall and shows heavy throwing
f!larks~ · Flagons ( eg Niederbieber 27) are essentially 
mid-3rd century and later (Reuter 2005, 225). 

Discussion 
- Based on fabric, both the RHZ SA and TRI SA wares 

indicate a rnid-3rd century date for the assemblage. The 
Rheinzabern fabric appears similar to that recorded at 

. the mid-3rd ~entury St. Magnus Ho~se .~ite or in . the 
Regensburg-Grasgasse-group (c AD 278-80). The pale . 

. Trier fabric however . clearly coincides with the 
Massenfund-group (c AD 240- 60) but differs 
completely from the Spaten Ware, described by Frey 
(2000) and ~ated AD 260-300. 

The typologically equally divided proportions of the Dr 
· · 32 and 3.6 dishes and the Dr 31/Lud Salb .. bowls; the 

presence of the potter VERVS, the-presenc~ of the small · 

Mortaria: Mortaria in samian are particularly · well
rep.resented in the Oudenburg OS 4980·group. ·17 MNI 
were present, two Dr 45 and three Dr 43 in RHZ SA (Fig · . . 
6," nas 3-4), seven Dr 45 and one Dr 43 in TRI SA (Fig 

· Dr 38 with sq~ed flange, and the large proportion of 
mortaria all indicate a 3rd~century. date. The presenc~ of 
Lud Vm(g) ·and Chenet 335 beakers, the !)at-like spout 
on the Dr 45 mortarium, the small Niederbieber 11 dish, 
as well as the poor-quality decorative arrangements on 
Dr 37 and the presence ofline-stamps (Strichstempel) all 
indicate that the chronology could be indicative of the 
middle of that century, but not too much later. 

6, nos 16 and 17); tWo Dr 45 ih ARG SA; one Dr 45 in· 
NOG-SA (Fig 6, no 22) and one . b:1:1mt and hence 
unidentified fragment. Many. sherds . show ·· traces of 
heating or burning, some foottj.ngs' are heavily worn. The 
form was introduced in Lezoux during the last quarter of· 
the 2nd century but was mainly produc~d during the 3rd 
century. The flanged version, Dr 43 was also in u~e 
during all of the 3rd century ... In the. Regensburg:: 
Grasgasse (dated AD 278-80) this mortarium is still well 
~epresented. The bat-like appearance of the spout on a 
TRI SA Dr 45 (Fig 6, no 17)points to· a date in the first 
half or middle of the 3rd century (c/Bird 1986, 213.:...6; 

· 1993, 8; Huld-Zetsche .1971;· type 14). A· 3rd century 
chronology is furthermore confirmed by ~e presence of 
a Dr 45 imitation in North Gaulish Samfan"(see .Brulet et 
'al .1994; J3.rulet et al 2000). 

_,. , · . ·. ~. \ 

Beakers: There are 5 MNI beakers, four in RHZ SA 
(LudVg and Vmg: Fig 5; no~ s...'..8),. ~me in ARG· SA 

The fabrics and typology of the assemblage show 
siguificant parallels to the Trier Massenfund (c AD 
240-60) and Louis-Linz-Strasse (c AD 260..;.75) 
complexes, both dated to the middle of the 3rd century 
or somewhat later (Linz-Strasse) The same fabrics, 

. · forms, and p{Jttery workshop (of Julius 11-Julianus I) 
were also attested at the Shadwell watch-tower site, now. 
considered to be established around AD 250 or 
somewhat later (Bird in press). The · absence of the late 

. Tri~r: fabric : and typical forms dominating the 'p~st
Niederbieber-horizon' . (AD . 260-300) such as the 

· Ni~derbieber 6, 18, and 19 (Reuter ioo5, 231) suggest 
that a date after AD 260 . for the OS 4980 sarnian ware 
group would be too late. These elements' suggest that.a 
ter:,min"us post quem for · the deposition of. the samian 
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group in context OS 4980 must be around the middle of 
the 3rd century (c AD 240-60). · 

Apparently .. both. of the dominant 3rd-century 
production-centres . are supplying . their products to 
Oudenburg ·in equal quantities,· although there is a bias 
towards · mortaria: and · dishes in TRI SA fabric, while 
plain bowls (deep dishes) and beakers most commonly 
occur i~ RHZ SA. The Argonne and North-Gaulish 
workshops .s~pplied their" products only on a moderate 
scale. The presence of _Lezoux sa~iari compared to the 
mass of East-Gaulish material how,ever, is more difficult 
to assess. Apart from a residual ·Dr 18/31 sherd, the 
presence of a complete Dr 38 was surprising. The intense 
use-marks and the absence of a bead-rim suggest that 
this was a relatively late product of the Lezoux 
workshop (late 2nd to early 3rd century) and that it had 
survived in use for several decades. 

This Trier 'and Rheinzabern domination of the supply of 
samian in equal proportions to northern· Flanders 
contrasts with the pattern observed for the late 2nd and 
first half of the 3rd century. (De Clercq and Deschieter 
2002). During this earlier period, Rheinzabern products 
dominated samian supply to the area close ~<? the sea and 
the Scheidt-mouth. Presumably; · merchants in 
Rheinzabern samian were based in the Scheldt-estuary 
for trade in samian locally and for supply to Britain. 
Other production centres . such as Argonne, Trier and 
Lezoux (where production had.ceased by AD 200) were 
at that time all supplying in moderate quantities .. When 
comparing this late 2nd and first half of the 3rd century 
pi;tttern to the OS '4980. group of mid-3,rd-century date, it 
seems th~t towards the middle of the 3rd century, the 
market share of . the Trier workshops has grown 
considerably to equal that of the Rheinzabern. industry. 

. ' 
· -Colour-coated and black-slipped wares . 

The group of colour-coated and black-slipped wares is 
represented by 31 . sherds (15 MNI), in four fabrics: 
Cologne colour-coated ware, Moselkeramik black
slipped ware, Lower Nene Valley colqur-eoated ware 
and New Forest colour-coated ware; another 5 MNI have 
unidentified fabrics (Fig 9). All, except one sherd from a 
b·owl, are beakers. 

Fabrics 
COL CC: Cologne colour-coated ware represented by 1 
sherd from the rim .. of a Niederbieber ·32c · beaker 

; (Oelmann 1914) (Fig 9, no. I). This s}\erd is residual. 
Unlike the other sherds in this group, it ·has ·a strongly 
weathered surface. 

MOS BS: Trier black-slipped ware; 13 sherds, MN,14; · 
all ·in . a -red fabric with . grey core. or. margins, . in a 
sandwich of thin, well defined ·layers (Co1Pl·2, b).The 

later Trier fabric (of c AD 275 to the 4th century), which 
has a coarser texture than the 3rd century fabric and 
displays no 'sandwich-effect', is not present in the 
assemblage. All of these sherds are of beaker fonn 
Niederbieber 33, Symonds, .Tri~r form 1 (1992, 49) (Fig 
9, ri.o 2). One specimen is a motto beaker (Fig 9, no 3; 
Fjg 10), with · decoration in two zones divided by 
horizontal rows of barbotine drops and horizontal 
rouletting. The upper zone has part .. of a motto: ]VEA[ .. 
It has not proved possible to expand the motto. The 
lower zone contains floral barbotine scrolls. Stylistically 
it belongs to Gruppe II of Kiinzl (1997). This type of 
beaker is manufactured c AD 260-70 (Kiinzl 1997, 59). 
The form is also present as a rim sherd, a wall sherd with 
barbotine decoration (Fig 9, no 4) and another with 
indentations (Niederbieber 33c). 

LNV CC: Lower Nene,Valley fabric; 11 sherds, MNI 4, 
all.but one in.a white, yellowish-white, or pale orange
brown fabric slipped with a brown or black, dull, slight 
shining or metallic coating._ A large sherd of a beaker 
with a black, dull coating arid a lattice decoration in 
white paint O!' barbotine,_ above a rouletted band, is 
probably also from the Nene Valley kilns (Fig 9, no 5; 
Fig 11) (Dr Malcolm Lyne pers_ comm). The fabric has a 
pale grey core and orange-yellow margins (Col Pl 2, c). 
One rim sherd belongs to a Niederbie'\Je~ 33 beaker. A 
~econd is represented by a wall sherd of a beaker. or 
flagon, decorated with diagonal lines of barbotine, 
separated by bands .of rouletting (Fig 9, no 6), and a third 
vessel by an undecorated body sherd. Finally, there a.re 8 
body sherds of a beSker ·with a red-brown interior, a 
flamed bluish-grey metallic exterior and three rows of 
roulett.ing (Fig 9, no 7). · 

NFO CC: New Forest colour c~ated; MNI l, one base of 
a beaker with dull black coating has a pale grey fabric, to 
be identified as fabric Fulford (1975) 2b from the New 

·Forest ~dins (Dr M Lyne per~--comm) : · 

UND: 5· MNl could not be attributed to pottery 
production · centres;· 4 are represented by sherds from 
colour-coated arid/or black-slipped beakers. A 5th, a 
sherd from the. collar of a collared bowl, imitating a .Dr 
38. form, · has an off-white fabric rich in mica with an 
orange brown, slightly shining coating. 

Discussion 
Except" for . the unidentified collared bowl sherd, .. the 
colour-co~ted and black-slipped sherds are all· from 
beakers: Only a small nwnberofvessels are represented, 
although beakers in other wares are well-represented 
(see ·Fi11e ·Reduced ·wares below). The variety of 
Romano~B~~~h imports provides evidence o(a potential 
!lmall-s_cale trade of Romano-British pottery to the 
continent in the later 3rd century AD, although they 
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Fig 9: Colour-coated (nos 1, 5-7) and black-slipped 
(nos 2-4) wares, scale 1:4 

Fig 10: MOS BS motto beaker (Fig 9, no 3) 
(photo: copyright VIOE), scale marked in cm 

could also represent the personal property of individuals 
rather than direct evidence for trade. 

This group of colour-coated and black-slipped wares 
provides important evidence for the date of deposition of 
the assemblage. The Gruppe II motto-beaker (Fig 9 no 3, 
Fig 10) dates the filling of the pit after c AD 260, which 
is somewh_at. later than the dating provide~ by the 
samian. The presence of a New Forest product also 
places . the deposition of the a\Semblage after c AD 260 
(Tyers 1999, 173). 

Fig 11: LNV CC beaker (Fig 9, no 5) 
(photo: copyright VIOE), scale marked in cm 

Terra rubr:a 
Terra rubra is a Belgic ware produced from the reign of 
Augustus until around AD 70 in imitation of fonns found 
in Italian samian and pre-Roman Gaulish earthenware. A 
wall sherd of a beaker found in OS 4980 must therefore 
be residual. It has a rouletted band, groups of four 
vertical lines and a horizontal undecorated band, 
enclosed by two broad grooves. On the exterior the sherd 
is orange-brown, the interior grey. The composition of 
the fabric points to a North Gaulish origin. It probably 
belongs to a 'Gurtbecher' (Deru 1996, Type P29.2) (not 
illustrated). 

Fine oxidised ware 
This group is represented by a wall sherd of a 'planetary 
vase' (Fig 12). These seem to have been manufactured 
for use in house-shrines or lararia for private domestic 
worship and as offering vessels in sanctuaries. There are 
two groups, the most common with 3, 4, 6, or 7 busts of 

· divinities, mould-made, then added to the body of the 
pot. Details like hair, beard and clothing, were added 
using modelling sticks, prickers, knifes, stamps and 
pastilles (Arnaud 1984; Brulet and Vilvorder 2004, 
11 -;-16). A body sherd found in OS 4980 is an example of 
the second, less common group, with a standing Mercury 
with his attributes. This sherd has a soapy pale-yellowish 
fabric, containing rare fine black inclusions and small 
voids. The sherd shows part of the head of a male 
divinity. He is beardless with hair of spiral curls, made 
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Fig 12: a) drawing and b) photograph (scale marked 
in fm) of a sherd from a 'planetary vase' (photo: 

copyright VIOE) 

with a stamp. The collar and the sleeves of the cloak are 
delicately made with a pricker and a modelling stick. 
The fabric and style show that it comes from the region 
of Bavay, which is the main production centre for these 
vessels. Little is known of the chronology of this pottery, 
which occurs at occupation sites during the ·2nd and 3rd 
century AD (Brulet and Vilvorder 2004, 15). This body 
sherd could belong to a vessel that was still in use in the 
later 3rd century or it may be residual. 

Fine reduced ware 
This group of fine reduced ware has finer fabrics and 
better finished exterior walls than the coarse reduced 
ware groups (Fig 13, nos 1-14). It is is well represented 
in the OS 4980 pottery assemblage with 287 sherds or 
5% of the total sherd count, 27 by MNI or 3.65% of the 
MNI total. After the samian this is the best represented 
group of fine ware. Three fabrics can be distinguished: 
the North Menapian fine reduced ware (NOM FR), the 
North Gaulish fine reduced ware (NOQ FR) and the Low 

Lands Ware (LLWl). The North Menapian fine reduced 
ware fabric represents 95% of the sherds or 81 % of the 
MNI in this pottery group. 

Fabric 
NOM FR: Grey hard fabric with an irregular fracture. 
Sometimes with a pale grey core and well sorted 
inclusions. Fine quartz grains dominate, either in 
moderate or abundant quantities, with sparse feldspar 
and glauconite also present (Col Pl 2, d). 

Typplogy 
All these vessels, with the exception of one jar, are 
beakers. The exterior surfaces are usually completely 
burnished with vertical or horizontal lines. The beakers 
recall older thin-walled forms in North-Gaulish terra 
nigra (types Deru 1996, P46-53 and especially the 3rd 
century type P53). The following types are present in the 
OS 4980 pottery-assemblage: 

Type 1: Globular beaker with tall upright neck and 
weak everted rim, 12 of the 18 MNI make this the best 
represented form (Fig 13, nos 1-4; Fig 14). The neck is 
burnished with horizontal bands; the body is almost 
completely covered with vertical burnished lines, both 
systematically applied. This feature is common, but not 
ubiquitous on the same type of beakers in the previous 
period. This form was very popular in the Coastal Plain 
during the 2nd and 3rd century AD (Thoen 1978, TN 
Type 6 and LOK Type 8). It was used as tableware, 
probably to serve liquids. A similar type is known in the 
North Menapian handmade pottery (NOM HA, Type 2). 

Type 2: Upright straight-sided neck, a variant type 
represented by one vessel with completely burnished 
~xterior wall (Fig 13, no 8). 

. Type 3: Globular beaker with tall neck, and weak 
everted rim, decorated with studs (Fig 13, no 6; Fig 15). 
In Dutch called a 'knobbelpot' (Thoen 1978) or 'stud
beaker'. Usually three or four studs or bosses were applied 
to the sl;loulder after the vessel was turned. The band 
between ·the studs is decorated with a burnished lattice 
decoration or with simple burnished diagonal lines. The 
studs were probably applied to the pot to improve the grip. 
Two vessels occur in the OS 4980 assemblage. One (Fig 
13, no 6; Fig 15) is a nearly complete specimen with four 
studs evenly placed, and with diagonal burnished lines 
between them; another wall sherd (Fig 13, no 9) has a 
band with burnished lattice decoration and the top of a 
frieze with diagonal burnished lines (c/NOM HA Fig 23, 
no 13 and Fig 25 below). 

The type apparently emerged during the second half of 
the 2nd century in the Coastal Plain. Around the tum of 
the century it was one of the most popular types in 
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Fig 13: Fine reduced ware (nos 1-14) and base of a Pompeian red ware dish (no 15). Light grey indicates burnished 
areas, scale 1 :4 

Coastal Ware (Thoen 1978, LOK 'fype 9). It is wiclear if 
this type was influenced by other pottery 'traditions or jf 
it was an innovation introduced by the potters. However 
it shares.the same morphology as Type 1 and the studs 
are functional as well as decorative. This beaker is such 
a distinctive type that it is the guide fossil par excellenc~ 
of the North Menapian ware. The beakers were probably 
us~d for drinking and serving liquids. 

Type 4: Globular jar with short neck and everted rim, 
shoulder and body follow the same burnished decorative 
pattern as Type 1, represented by 1 MNI (Fig 13, no 5). 

Unclassified: Some base sherds display a high foot (Fig 
13, no 7); a common feature in the Coastal Plain and 
Sandy Flanders wares during the 3rd ·century AD. A 
single rim sherd represents <l. small jar with rounded 
everted rim and a single body sherd has rouletted bands. 

Discussion 
This ware probably originates from the same production 
regions as the North Menapian coarse reduced ware 
(NOM RE) and the NOM handmade ware (NOM HA). It 
is found in the area between the mouth of the Scheidt in 
the north, Oudenburg in the west and the northern part of 
Sandy Flanders to the south and east. This area 

. corresponds with the northern part of the civitas 
Menapiorum. The North Menapian fine reduced ware and 
its coarse variant are also known as 'Coastal Ware' (Thoen 
1978) or 'Flemish-Roman Ware' (Trimpe Burger 1997). 
'Coastal Ware'. also includes a handmade component. 
However the term 'Coastal Ware' no longer seems 
appropriate. New petrological research by W De Clercq 
ana P Degryse of the Katholic University of Leuven, 
shows that this pottery was probably not manufactured in 

·the Coastal Plain itself as the·name suggests, but in Sandy 
Flanders or at least by potters using tertiary clays 
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Fig 14: NOM FR beaker Type 1 (Fig 13, no J) (photo: 
copyright VJOE), scale marked in cm 

originating from that region. Further petrological and 
chemical analysis is being carried out to obtain more 
precise data, but the sparse presence of glauconitic grains 
in the North Menapian reduced ware, is also found in 
wasters of medieval pottery from kilns near these tertiary 
outcrops, which seems to support this idea. 

This ru:w petrological information, and the distribution 
pattern reaching to the inland territories south ofBruges, 
suggested that 'North-Menapian' (NOM Reduced, Fine 
reduced, Handmade) ware was a more appropriate name 
and it has been used here. The typology of the pottery 
group is rooted in the native repertoire, but also includes 
new forms and decorative p~tterns some of which show 
strong influences from the Romano-British Black 
Burnished ware industry. The NOM ·industry emerged 
during the second half of the 2nd . century, became 
mature at the turn of the century and persisted until the 
second half of the 3rd century. 

North Gau.lish Fine Reduced 
NOG FR: A pale-grey, very fine and very hard fabric 
with a fused appearance, a regular fracture, dark grey 
surfaces and an outer surface delicately polished black, 
very fine quartz inclusions and sparse white mica and 
iron-rich grains. 

Typology 
A rim sherd and two wall sherds of a globular beaker 
with · tall straight-sided vertical neck and everted rim 
occur (Fig 13, no 10). 

Fig 15: NOM FR 'stud-beaker'Type 3(Fig13. no 6) 
(photo: copyright VJOE), scale marked in cm 

Discussion 
The very fine quartz, sparse white mica and iron-rich 
grains inclusions point to an origin in North Gaul. 

Low Lands Ware Fabric 
LLW 1: this fabric has a mineral content of up to 80% 
with two quartz populations (one with rounded grains, 
between 250 and 500µm in diameter and one with 
angular to sub-angular grains up to lOOµm in diameter); 
opaque minerals and mica are evenly . distributed 
throughout the material. _Sporadically, sandstone 
fragments, terrper of crushed ceramics and organic 
material can be observed. 

Typology 
In the OS 4980 groue, this fabric was petrographically 
recognised in the flagon-group (see below), in a 
container of the Holw 142 type (see below) and in a 
series' of high quality bowls or dishes, closely resembling 
the late-Roman Chenet (1941) 342 type (c/Pirling 1974, 
42-43, type 252) or a prototype of it (Fig 13, nos 11- 14). 
Similar forms in the same fabric are found in contexts 
dated in the period AD 250-300 in Breda (Van 
Enckevort 2004, type Vt .76-77). 

Discussion 
The Low Lands Ware I fabric .is a recently recognised 
fabric (De Clercq and Degryse 2008) produced at one or 
mo~e major pottery production sites probably situated on 
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the river S<;:heldt.escarpment, near the Scheidt estuary in 
the Bergen-op-Zoom . area (Netherlands). The core 
distributi~n of this ware covers the lower Rhine, Meuse 
and Scheidt valleys: TYJ>es include tableware (dishes, 
. ·flagons, beaker8), fine war:.es (terra nigra) as well as jars· 
and containers (Holw 139-42 type series). , 

Pompeian red ware · 
Three sherds of,Pompeian red~ware (0:05% of the total 
sherd count) with a MNI of2 (0.27% of the· total MNI) 

· were found. A rim and two base sherds were attributed to 
the production centre of Les Rues-des-Vignes {Northern 
France). 

Fabric and typology . 
IMP PR 6: A fabric with grey. ~ore ~d abundant temper 
of fine . quartz, corresponding with fabric 6 .of Peacock's 
Pompeian red ware. classification (1977b, 155; Tomber 
and Dor~· 1998, 45) .and with gr9~p RdVA (Deru 2005, 
469):-The two base sherds seem to be from dishes of type 
Blicquy 5. (De Laet and Thoen 1969,.33). l'.ig 13, no 15 . 
s.hows a pale orange slip on the inner surface, while the 
other base has a white slip. A worn rim of a Blicquy 5 
dish is probably :esidual. . 

Flagons 
A classification using 'flagon tableware' (FL TW) and 
'flagon storage ware' (FL SW) has been used· based·on 
the size of the vessel, the · thickness o.f the wall, the 
coarseness . of the fabric and the finish of the exterior 
surface, to avoid an attempt to define the division 
betvieen 'flagons' and . 'jar-ampbora.s' ba~~d · on .. the ·. 
number of handles, since in this context tableware 
flagons can be both one or two-handled. 

There"are 652 flagon sherds (11.56% of the:total sherd · 
count) with a MNfof only 21 (2.84% of the total MNI),, 
a remarkable small n.umb~r for a Roman context. Only. 
14 rims, 14 bases and 12 handles can be. distiriguished 

. (Fig 16). There were joining sherds from . 2 . almost 
complete flagons. ' 

· Tableware flagons 
A large · proportion, 278 sherds :(42.63% of flagons .by .. 
sberd count) with a MNI·of 15 (71.43% of the flagon's· 
MNI); could · be identified as tableware.' All except 3 
sherds, (275 sherds, 12 MNI) can be attributed· to one 
.fabric, originally considered to originate in ·Northern 
Gaul; but now identified as a product of tlie Low Lands 
Ware 1 pottery industry (LLWl FL · TW) probably 
originating in the Bergen-op-Zoom area (De Clercq and 
Degcyse 2008). · · . 

Fabric . . . . .. 
LLWl FL TW: .. Rich in quahz; muscovite mica, and 
wit~ some iron-oxide inclusions (Col Pl 2; e). The fab~c 

ranges in · colour from dark-orange to pale-brown, and 
from. pale-orange to beige. Some of the sherds have a 
smoked appearance. J 0 rims, 6 bases and 8 handles by 
sherd count in this group are of this fabric . 

. Typology ··. . . 
There.are three different rim profile types: 
Constricted rim: Represented by 5 rim sherds (Fig 16, 
nos 1-3); A two-handled flagcm ·with complete profile 
(Fig 16, no 1) shows three clear.· ridg~s on the shoulder 

.. and one ridge .on the lower part of the body. A two
handled flagon _with. almost complete profile (Fig . 16, no 
3) has the.same kind.of well defined ridges in addition to 
other weaker ones. ·: 

Ring-shaped rim: A flagon rim, with a ring-shaped rim
profile in a reduced fabric , wlth two bandies (Fig 16, no 
4). A sherd of another smalf flagon with a very fine ring
shaped rim is also present (not illustrated). 

Everted flattened rim: Two rim sherds, (Fig 16, no 5) 
one of them has . a slightly burned rim and also shows 
evidence of two handles. 

· Handles: Single or twofold, each type is represented by 
4 examples. 

Body: The ·flagon profiles mentioned above, the lmyer · 
halfof a flagon (Fig 16,no 6) ~nd many.bod.y sherds, all 
have ridges . and a polished surface that extends from 
under the handles to ·the base of the flagon. Thiee body 
sherds have the remains of a white slip covering a red 
polished surface·with ridged surfaces. Another two body 
sherds were. heavily burnt. 

A well-preserve.cl black coating was found on the inside 
of the neck of three flagons, ·extending from the top of 
the rim to the transition with the shoulder. On one flagon 
(Fig .16, rio 3) the coating ~lso covers the outside of the 
rim. It seems to resemble pitch and probably had a 
function related to preventing evaporation ofliquid or to 
make it easier to pour out liquid contents. 

: The three sherds in the tableware category not in LLW. 1 
include a base fragment (Fig 16, no 9) in a soft, soapy, 

. C!llcareous fabric with mica inclusions, covered with a 
pale-yellow slip, originating in the region ofBavay in the 
north of'Gaul. The white fabric of another flagon base 
(Fig 16, no '.7) with a .few quartz and red iron-oxide 
inclusions, can b.e attributed to the Cologne region (KOL 
.FL TW). A narrow base in a pale fabric (Fig 16, no 8) 
se~ins to origi?.-ate from the Meuse Valley (MEV FL TW). 

. ~ . . 
.~torage .ware i,agons . 
The storage ware flagon category is exclusively made in 
Low Lands Ware 1 fabric, as are the majority of the 
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Fig 16: Flagons, light grey indicates burnished areas, dark grey black coated areas, scale 1 :4 

tableware flagons. 119 sherds (18.25% of flagons by 
sherd count), 4 by MNI represented by four rims, four 
bases and three handles were identified as storage-ware 
vessels. 

Fabric 
LLWl FL SW: see LLWl FL TW 

Typology 
Two rim profiles can be distinguished: 
Constricted rim: This rim profile is the most common, 
occurring on 3 MNI of two-handled flagons (Fig 16, nos 
10-12). 

Triangular rim: This profile (Fig 16, no 13) is a North 
Gaulish imitation of a Dressel 20 amphora. 

Handles: On the single handles of 2 storage-ware 
flagons, there is a ' beaked' projection (anses a aigrette, 
Baudoux et al 1998, 27) at the top of the handle (Fig 16, 

no 14). The function of this may be only decorative or it 
may improve grip on the handle. These resemble the 
projections commonly found on the handles of Gauloise 
13 amphoras. Gauloise 13 amphoras were probably 
produced at Cambrai and Bourlon (North of France) and 
possibly even further north (Baudoux et al 1998, 27, 32, 
fig 25, 33, fig 26). The illustrated handle with 'beak' 
(Fig 16, no 14) also has a finger impression at the base 
of the handle. Another 44 body sherds show the 
attatchment point on the body for a large handle. 

Body: Polishing on the body is less common than in the 
tableware category. The jar (Fig 16, no 10) does show 
polishing beginning under the handle, but only another 
six body-sherds (which are also burnt inside) show this 
fine line-polishing. Two two-handled flagons (Fig 16, 
nos 10 and 12) have a white slip on the external surface 
extending into the inside of the rim, and inside the neck 
in the case off)g 16, no 12. This slip was probably more 
common but has not survived in most cases. Three other 
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body sherds have a reduced fabric 1•and a flame-red 
polished· surface. No ridges are attested in this group of 
storage flagons. Perhaps appearance was less important 
for storage ware than for tableware flagons. One 
·tableware flagon and three· -storage-ware body-sherds 
have reduced fabric presumably due to failure in the 
firing process although the possibility that reduced firing 
was intentio~al cannot be excluded.. · 

A total of 255 flagon sherds could not with certainty be 
identified as specifically tableware or· storage ware. 
Thl?.se comprise 2 base sherds, a handle fragment and 
252 body sherds with a MNlof2. Worth mentioning is a 
four-fold handle. Two body-sherds have an unidentified 
but distinctive fabric with coarse inclusions ·Of quartz 
and brown iron-oxide fragments. · 

DiscussiQ.n 
The constricted-profile rim-form is present iri both 
storage and tableware groups, with a total overall of 8 
rims. The ring-shaped rim and everted, flattened rim are -
finer profiles and seem to occur only on the ~bleware 
vessels. Th.e triangular rim imitating the Dressel 20 rim 
was probably re~erved for storage vessels. 

The LLWl fabric resembles the fabric of the so-called 
Scheldt Valley amphoras in hand-specimen. These 'red. 
amphoras' are well represented at sites in the north· of .. 
France, Flanders and the Netherlands of the 2nd and 3rd 
century AD. However, the lack of mica, and the presence 
of more equally-divided, smaller and rounded. quartz
graiiis in the Scheldt Valley fabric dearly distinguishe8 the 
i:wo products. There are distinctions between the lower 
Scheldt Valley LLW 1. and the fonner Scheldt-Valley Ware . 
which could well have been produced further upstream in 
Northern France or in Hainaut (Thuillier 2001). Because 
of the strong distribution in the Scheidt Valley it was at. 
first thought that these flagons originated there· (Vail der · 
Werff et al 1997, 2-5). However, this distribution may be 
a r~flection of a commercial trade link (De Clercq 1995): 
At a ceramics workshop at Lille (Universite de Lille 3) for 
the site of Dourges (c/Thuillier 2001) fabric analysis has 
shown that samples of so-called Scheidt Valley flagons 'of 
Zele, Seclin, Benin-Beaumont and Velzeke, and of sherds 
of so-called Scheidt Valley amphoras from pottery kilns 
fo\lnd in Dourges are of a. macroscopically identical 
fabric. · 

. .. 
It is uncertain what specific liquid th~se flagons would 
have · contain.ed. The .black· coating, of resin · or pitch, 
often found on the . interior of sherds and sometimes 

· inside the ~eck of sonie O~denb~g flagons may give an 
indication'. It has been suggested that, since oil d9es not 
evaporate; the pitch coating excludes the.possibility of . 
the 'flagons qeing oil .. con~iri~rs (Van der Werff et al 
·1997; 11). Ii ~snot clear.if.the pitch coatirig .is .II).eant to 

. . I • 

' ; 

prevent evaporation or if it has another purpose, such as 
redu~ing the porosity . of the container or improving 
pouring of (more viscous! ) liquids. There are parallels 
for pitch coating of Mediterranean wine and fish sauce 
amphoras. Wine seems an unlikely product in this 
region but the · production of fish sauce after 
Mediter:ranean imports had fallen away at the end of the 
2nd century AD _is a possibility (Van der Werff et al 
1997, 11-15). 

. The small nuII).ber ·of flagons represented is worthy of 
comment. These are typical Roman vessels. That pit OS 
4980 is a milit.ary context, has to be considered. Or does 
the small quantity of vessels indicate that the flagon was 

. . going out of use in the later 3rd century, perhaps due to 
changes in eating or 9rinking habits? 

Amphorae 
This group comprises 106 sherds (1.87% of the total 
sherd count), 10 by MNI (1.35% of total MNI). 1Wo 
fabrics are present in the assemblage: the Baetican fabric 
(BAT AM 2), represented by l 02 sherds, and the Gaulish 
fabric GALAM 1, represented by 4 sherds. 

Fabric and typology 
BAT AM·2! Most sherds (1 rim sherd, 87 body sherds 
and 5 sherds of two handles) in the Baetican fabric can 
be .attributed to a single Dressel 20 amphora (see · 
Peacock and Williams 1986, .136-40) (Fig 17). This 
amphora has a thick light-grey core and pale red-brown 
margins. The external surface is slipped or self-slipped 
to light-grey. On the exterior wall of the body are traces 
of painting, with the brushstrokes.clearly visible (Dr P 
Monsieur p~rs comm). One of the sherds· has a small 
repair hole. The stamp on the handle has probably been 
removed with a hammer or chisel (Dr P Monsieur pers 
comm). A large proportion of the sherds have traces of 
soot, which . became adhered after the amphora was 
broken. The heavy, stocky profile of the rim is typical for 
3rd century Dressel 20 amphorae. Fonn and fabric 
indicate a date between AD 190 and 240 (Dr P Monsieur 
pers comm). The handle of a second Dressel 20 is also 
present. The other 8 sherds in the group of the Baetican 
fabric ·are all wall-sherds of Dressel 20 or 23 amphorae 
( 4 MNI). One of these sherds is thinner than the others 

. and .. has a pale-red fabric with greyish-white surfaces, 
· typical of laie Dressel 20 amphorae . 

GAL AM 1: The four sherds in Gaulish fabric seem to 
belong to four d.ifferent Gauloise 4 wine-amphorae (see 
.Laubenheimer 1990; 98-99). 

Dolia 
.Only four sherds of pottery from OS .4980 can be 
identified as fragments oflaige storage jars (dolia); 1 by 
MNI, whieh represents only 0.07% of. the total sherd 
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count (0.13% of the total MNI). The quartz tempered 
fabric with dark-grey core can be _recognized as a North 
Gaulish product (NOG DOL). The only rim fragment is 

.of Gose type 358 (Gose 1950, taf 58) (not illustrated). 
One body fragment is -decorated with wheel-stamped 

· bands (Fig 18, no 6). 

,.: 

""' . 
Fig 17: Dressel 20 amphora;, scale 1:4 
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Fig 18: Moriaria (nos 1-5), wall sherd of a do/ium (no 6) and rim sherd of a coarse oxidised vessel MAY CO fabric 
(no 7), scale l .•4 
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Mortaria · 1•. 

The mortaria group is represented by 44 sherd~ (0.78% 
of the total sherci 'count) and a MNI of 7 (0.94% of the 
total MNI) (Fig 18, nos 1-5). Checking . for joining 
sherds produced 3 complete pottery profiles, as well as · 
2 large rim· sherds, 5 body sherds and a base sherd. 
There were no potter's stamps. Two main fabrics could 
be distinguished: · the Soller White Ware Mortaria 
(SOL MOR) and the Meuse Valley White Ware (MEV 
MOR). . 

20 s.h.erds, a MNI of 3 with 2 complete profiles (Fig 18; 
nos 1 and 2) originate from the Rhineland, probably 
the pottery kilns ~t Soller (Kreis Duren, Germany); 
and Meuse Valley White Ware is represented by 17 
sherds: one complete mortarium and two body sherds 
(MNI 1). 

Fabric · 
SOLMOR: Cream to yellow colour, very hard and with 
a hackly fracture. The clay matrix is . abundantly -
tempered with large quartz inclusions, some mica and 
iron-rich grains (Col Pl 2, t). The grits on the base of the 
vessels comprise.rather large quartz and red-b~own rock 
fragments. 

Typology 
The two complete profiles have a vertical rim with .· 
hammer-shaped profile (Van Vinckenroye 1991, 337; · 
Gose 1950, 451-53), a rim type .reviv.ed in the middle 
of the 2nd century AD (also the start. of production at 
the kilns at Soller) and continued 'to be distributed until · 
the end of the 3rd .century AD (Haupt 1984, 444-45, 
taf ·183). One mortaria (Fig · 18, - no · 1) is . almost 
compl~te, . except for . a srriall piece of the rim and 
spout. The other (Fig 18, no 2) has sh~rds making up 
2/3 of the mortarium rim. The rim fragment (Fig 18, no · 
3)oftype Van Vinckenroye (1991); 337, Gose (1950), 
type 451-53, was burnt after breakage, . as . was, the 
remaining base sherd of this Soller fabric. The Soller· 
rims Fig 18, nos 2 and 3 show a distinct and a less 
clear groove, typicalfor this fonn at Soller (cf Haupt 
1984; taf 183). 

Fabric 
MEV MOR: A creamy-white fabric characterised by 
quartz and iron-oxide inclusions· (Col · PI 2, ·g) (cf 
Willems 2005, 30). This fabric can be dated from the . ' ~ . . 

. b.eginning of the lst century to .the 3rd century AD 
. (Willems 2005, 32) .. · · , 

': · . 

· Typology . . . 
Rhn type Van Vmckenroye (1991), 337, Gose (1950), type . 
451-53 dates Fig 18, no 4 to thelatephase of this fabric's . 
distribution. The vessel has grit -~preading to the top of the · 
rim and has s.ome finger impressfons on the ·base. . · · · · · 

. Unclassified: The Van Vinckenroye (1991), 337, Gose 
(1950), 451- 53 type is also represented by a rim 
fragment that can not be attributed to either the Soller or 
the Meuse Valley group due to secondary burning (Fig 

. 18, no 5). Five other mortar sherds remain undetermined. 
The fabric of two· of these body sherds shows a black 
core. According to ·s Willems (pers comm) this fabric 
probably originates . from the Champagne region of 
France. Two joining base. sherds of undetermined fabric 

· have been burnt after breakage. 

Coarse oxidised ware r-
Only 10 sherds (O.I 7% of the total sherd count) with a 
MNI_ of 6 (0.81% of the total MNI) belong to the 
oxidised coarse ware group. Two sherds can be 
identified as Eifelkerami~. 

Mayen coarse-ware fabric 
MAY _CO: This fabric is very hard, has a hackly fracture 
and, because of the protrusion of large inclusions, a 
very rough· surface. The clay matrix is characterised 
by abundant and. dense temper of irregular quartz and 
volcanic inclusions (Col PI 2, h) (cfFulford and Bird 1975, _ 
171-73; Redknap 1988, 5; Tomber and Dore 1998, 70; 
'fyers 1999, 151-52; Redknap 1999, 58; Willems 2005, 
90). Represented by a rim of a lid-seated jar (Fig 18, no 7), 
of transition Niederbieber 89-Alzey 27 type with a rim 
profile between heart-shaped and sickle-shaped (Oelmann · 
1914, taf3; Unverzagt 1968; taf2). Niederbieber 89-Alzey 

. 27 is an early product of the Mayen industry and so far 
can only be generally dated from the __ end of the 3rd century 

· to the middle of the 5th century AD (Unverzagt 1968, 
34; Fulford and Bird 1975, 179; Gilles 1994, 119; Tyers 
1999, 152; . Redknap 1999, 61; Willems" .2005, 91). 

Colour Plate 2: 
a) NOG SAfabric;field width 20 mm,' 
b) MOS BS fabric,' field width 13 mm; 

. c) LNV CC Fig 9, n() 5; Fig 11; field width I 0 mm; 
d) NOM FR fabric; field width 13 mm; 

. e) LLWI FL TW fabric; field width 17 mm: 
J) SOL MOR fabric; field width 20 mm; . 
g) MEV MOR fabric; field width 20 mm; 
h) MAY CO fabric; field width 20 mm; 
·i) NOM RE fabi'ic; field width 13 mm; . . . 

· j) ATR RE fabric;field width 13 mm; 
k) CALO RE fabric; field width 20 mm; 
l) ARD RE fabric; field width 17 mm; 

· m) Colchester BB2 fabric?; field width 15 mm; 
n) South-East Dorset BBJ fabric; field w~dtfl 17 mm; 

· o)NOM HA I fabric; field width 20 mm; 
. p) NOM HA 2 fabric/field width 15· mm; 

q) NOM HA 3 fabric,: field width 20 mm: 
r) NOMHA 3Fig 31, no 4,· fteld width 13 mm 
(photos: Ghent University) 
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According to Stamm (1962, 103) however, the first'phase 
of the Alzey 27 type has a broader date range from the 2nd · 
half of the 3rd.cen0 AD .onwards. . . 

URM Co: One base-fragment·originates froin ufm.~tz. 
This finer fabric shows snialler quartz and rock fragment 
inclusions · in · a layered structure : ·(Gilles · 
1994, ll 7i Willems 2005,' 88). Production at Urmitz took 
place between c AD 190 .. and 260.at the latest (ibid, 88). 

. .. ~. .. : ' . 
' . , . . . 

RME CO: A
0

lmCiy fragment which can· only be more . 
· generally assigl\ed to the Rhlne-~e_use-Eifel region. · 

Seven sherds of oxidised coarse ware with a ·MNI of 3 
co~id not be· identified with certainty. Two rims are 
sherds of bowls with incti.rVed rim. 

Coars~ reduced ware . , 
Coarse reduced ware is the.largest group in the OS 4980 
assemblage apart from the handmade pottery (below). If . 
comprises 33 % of the sherds;· 35% of'the total · MNI 
(Figs 19-24). The 7 diff~rent fabrics identified are 
discussed in detail below: 

~ decorated-on shoulder arid body with rouletted bands; 
·' . ~elimited with horizontal 'burnished lines or grooves. A 

·welkknown type in th'? ·coastal Ware tradition (Thoen. 
·. · ~978, LOK type 10) which seems to be influenced by the 

· Niederbieber 33a 'and/or the North French pottery 
tradition. ·· 

., Type . 3: In-curying-"".alled .. bowl _with plain rim. 
Represented . by 27 . NMI, most common type after 

. everted .rini jars, in the NOM-RE fabric (Fig 19, nos 2 
·. and 3). Thr~e vessels have an ang\Jlar shoulder (Fig 19, 
... no 3). At least. ten vessels are burnished from the top 
·. to 20-30mm below ·the.rim. This probabiy decorative 

burnished zone 1s usually delimited by one or two 
grooves. The interior .is not burnished. The form; with 
a similar style ·of burnishing and grooving, also occurs 

· in ,the handmade pottery group (NOM HA: type 6; 
Fig 27 .nos 1~12. below). ·This type with _angular 
shoulde.r is well-known in. the Coastal Ware tradition 
and h..as a date range. from the end . of the 2nd century 
to the·flrsi half of the 3rd ·(Thoen 1978, LOK type 4a 

. and 4b). One vessel has a stud or boss 20mm below 
the rim, with the top of the rim above the stud 

North Me.~apian coarse reduced ware . burnished. Soot on the .exterior and in some cases the . 
This fabric dominates the ·coarse reduced ware interior indicates that this· v_essel~form was used for 
repre~enting 96% of the sherds, 89% of tlie MNI.. North . cooking.' 
Menapian reduced wares, both the .fine wheel-thrown ; · . 
version (above) an_d its . handmade equivalent, . VY'._e~e . : .. Type 4: In-cuiVing-wa~led bowl.withflat.rim: some 
previously called 'Coastal Ware'. · ·. : exa~ples· Of . this bowl type have a . broad shallow. 

. groo_ve jiJst below the rim· on. the exterior (Fig 19, nos 
Fabric . 6 and 7). The interior of. 3 vessels is decorated 
NOM RE: 233. MNI, hard-fabric with a slightly jrregular · ·with buniishe_d zones in a radial pattern (Fig 19, nos 
fracture. Mostly the fabric is grey, sometimes it has a pale-. ..... · 6 and S). Most vessels al.so . have· purnished 'horizontal 

·grey core with brovin ~argins and grey · surfac~~: We~- ... ~ lines on t~e upi)Cr pa~ of the ex~erior, and Fig 19,. llo 
sorted fine-sized opaque to. near-opaque . and rounded . 6 al~o has. vertical burnishing externally, . another 
quartz, present ·in moderate to abun!fant · quantities, . · ·vessel (Fig · 19, no 7) · is entirely burnished .on the 
dorom'ate. Other inclusions are black grog, organic matter. interior. 
ana sparse feldspar .. O~ca8ionally fine ro\inded glauconitic. · . . 
grains occur (Col Pl..2," i). NOM RE d~splays the same.· .Although the form is well-known in the Coastal Ware 
fabric as NOM FR (above), .but with a coarser ·temperiQg tradition frpni tpe ep.d of the 2nd century to the firn~ _half 
and.with the additional use of clay-pellets. .. · . Ofth~ 3rd,the_deeo~tive scheme is not. Apart from· those 

· · · · · . . . . from Ou~enburg, ·. this fyi>e of . bowl with _radial 
Typology . . . .. . .. burnishing ·has only· been ·found . at the fortified 
NOM RE has been divided into 19 forpi types. Apart_ from· · ·. settiement ofAarde~burg (Dhaeze in prep). · 
some beakers (Types 1 and 2) and some possible dish~s· . . . . . . . 
(Type 11 ), the forms in this fabdc aie mainly \fowls (Type.s.· · . --_Type s : ·~1n:.curvi,ng-W:alled . bowl with .flat rim arid . 

. 3-14),jars ('fype.16) and lidS (fyp~s 17-~9):· ·_, ' . ·ex~eriOr-~cor_dons. Only one ex~ple of this vess~l (Fig 
, . . . . . . . ". · : . "19," no . 4) is ·present. It probably belongs to the. same. 

Type 1: Beaker.with uprig~t rim. Rep~ese~ted by 2 rim . · tradjti~n-· as ·Type 3. The cordons· over the exterior are 
l?herd~ of 2 vessels of":'hich one ~s illustrated (Fig 19, no. . burnisheq. The ·type -is ,also well-known in the ·coastal 
1 ); b9ih have . burnished exterior· w~l~s; ,. p~s~lbly . · .' Ware tradition from the end of tht; 2nd century to t~efirst 
imitating· a 3rd centw)r black-slipped .or :coloi.µ--c9ated . · ,: half of the}rd (Thoe·n 1978, LOK type 4c). · 
beaker form. · · · · 
. . . ..,. . ., . . · ·: :· · · Type(;: · ln-cu..Ving.:.wall~d· bowl \\'ith lid-seated rim: 
,Tjrpe ·2: Globular beaker With.a tall coiikarrieck (riot . ~ ... Represen~ed by3 rhn sherds of3 (MNI) vessels (Fig 19,· 
mustrate<fJ. ~ee wan sherd~, 1 MN!"froni a 'beaker . · .. no .. 1o):·it.has. l:iurnishing on ilie upper part oftlie exterior . 

. ·· . . 
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Fig 19: NOM RE beakers, bowls and dishes, light grey indicates burnished areas, scale 1:4 
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' ·Unlike 'most of. the other bowl types in the NOM RE 
·fabric, this form could be closed with a lid. 

Type 7: Globu,a'r bowl with plain rim and studs (Fig 
19, no 11), a unique vessel with a burnished rim and a 
burnished lattice decoration in between studs or bosses. 
Studs and burnished lattice or diagonal line decoration is 
a typical feature of the Coastal Ware tradition, mostly 
occurring on stud-beakers (se~ a_bove). · · 

\ 

. Type 8: Bowl with angular shoulder and raised plain 
rim (Fig 19, no 12), another vessel uniqu~ in this 
assemblage, with soot on both internal and external 
surlaces. · 

Type 9: Bowl with collared rim (Fig 19, nos 13and14). 
One of the tWo vessels present (F,ig 19, no 14) bas a 
small stud and is burnished both internally and 

external1Y· 

Type 10: Bowl with wall-sided rim (Fig 19, .no 5), 
with · exterior of the rim burnished, and .exterior wall
. burnt. 

Type n: Bowl/dish with "Oat rim and chamfer (Fig 19, 
nos 15 and 16) 3 MNI, the only form in NOM RE fabric 
which could have been used as dish or platter. One .vessel 
has a burnished rim. 

Type 12: Carinated bowl with thic~~ned bead rim 
(Fig 19, nos 17 and 18), 7 MNI. A type not present in 
Coastal Ware products at its peak of distribution. betWeen 
the 'end of the 2nd century and the beginning of the 3rd. 
It is possible, based on material from Aardenburg, that 
this .type belongs to a later phase of tb,e Coastal Ware 
tradition which only appeared around the middle of the 
3rd century (Dhaeze in prep). . . 

Type 13: Carinated.bowl with horizontal rim (Fig 19, 
nos 19- 22), 7 MNI, · anothe~ type-fossii.,of the Coastal 
Ware production:(Thoen ·1978, LOK Type 6a and 6b). lt 
emerged' around the third quarte~ of the 2nd century, and 
became popular around c AD 200 and the first half of the 
3rd century. The vessels from OS 4980 seem. to 
constitute the final phase of this type. They are.riot ~uch 

· high quality products as their ptedecessor5 which had 
flat or reeded rims. The OS 4980 examples have 'rounded 
·rims without the typical burnished wavy-line decoration. 
Burnishing is very rare on these bowls. One vessel (Fig 
19, no 19) has slight burnishing on the" interior and 
·exterior, another vessel (Fig 19 ; no 2.1) has burnishing on . 
the ri~. 

Type 14:"Bowl with carinated shoulder and hooked 
rim (not"illustrated) . .A type of bowl.known·as North . · 

.French 'bol. carene' (see Tu~reau-Libre 1980, 51 ff). ·· 

One of the main types of pottery produced at Artois and 
in neighbouring areas (see below). 

Discussion 
Approximately 30% of the North Menapian reduced 
ware vessels are bowls. The two main types are in
curved-walled and carinated bowls, with globular, 
collar~d-rim . and wall-sided ·bowl-types represented 
only by individual examples. The . majority of vessels, 
approximately 64%,- are in-curved-walled bowls, with 
Type 3 accounting for 44%. The carinated bowls form c 
24%. Only a small percentage of the bowls had lid
seated rims (Type 6). It is not always clear what 
function these bowls had. Vessels with lid-seated rims 
and those with soot on the walls were probably used for 
cooking. The· carinated bowls · are similar to caccabi, 
which were used for roastin.g, cooking and warming-up 
ingredients (Batigne Vallet 2001, 38).- It is unlikely 
however that the Oudenburg carinated bowls were used 
like this · since they did not display soot patterns. The 
decorated·bowls, such as those with a burnished radial 
pattern, were more likely to have been used to serve 
food . 

Type 15:. Globular jar with everted rim, often described 
as a cooking-pot (Fig 20, nos i-10 and 14-16). The type 
comprises half of the · vessels in the North Menapian 
reduced ware group. The majority are·plain-rimmed (Fig 
20, nos 1-7), some have a hooked rim (Fig 20, no 8); 
others display a small groove on the rim, possibly a lid 

: . seating (Fig 20, nos· 9-10). The interior of the rim, is 
usually burnished, sometimes aJso the rim exterior, . 
although this is usually accompanied by burnishing 
eisewhere,eg on the neck (Fig 20; nos l~ 3 and 7) on the 
upper part of the shoulder, or on the lower half of the neck 
and the upper part· of the shoulder (Fig 20, nos 5 and 6). 
Handmade cooking-pots found at the nearby site of 
Plassendale III (Zandvoorde - Ostend) display the same 
type of burnishing (Vanhoutte and De Clercq 2007). The 
lower body of these jars is . usually decorated with 
horizontal scored ~ombing (Fig 20, nos 1 and 9), but 
vertical or diagonal scored. combing also occurs (Fig 20, 
nos 14-16). This combed decoration is one of the most 
typical features of the NOM RE and NOM HA ware. 

'. A large pr~portion of the handmade co~king-pots in the 
OS 4980 pottery asserr.iblage and at Plassendale III have 

: this . combed decoration. An~ther typical · feature of 
Coastal Ware; spatula or finger-tip impressions on the top 
of the rim oTthe jars; is totally absent here. Evidence from 
the nearbT fortified settlement at Aardenburg suggests 
that these impressions became less and less fashionable 

'. and. eventually disappeared during the 3rd century 
(Vf Dhae~e in prep). The sherd Fig 20, no 13 
shows a burnished band and.vertical lines. The body of 

.. a smalljaf'is totally burnished (Fig 20, no .17); Soot on 
the exterior walls of many· vessels indicates that this 
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Fig 20: NOM. RE jars, light grey indicates burnished areas, scale 1:4 

type of jar was probably used for cooking. 

Type 16: Globular jar with everted lid-seated rim (Fig 
20, nos 11-12), 11 MNI, globular jars have a broad 
grooved rim, to provide the seating for a lid. While some 
of these vessels are similar to the previous type (Fig 20, 
no 11), others display a more hooked rim (Fig 20, no 12) 
which does not occur in the main typology of Coastal 
Ware (Thoen 1978), but is quite common at the end of 
the 2nd and the first half of the 3rd century, and has been 
found at the vicus of Aardenburg (N) (De Visser 2001, 
151 and fig 9, no 68), at the vicus of Oudenburg (Gilte 
1993, 117), at Dudzele (Hollevoet 1989, fig 7, no 14), 

and at Brabers near Haamstede (N) (Trimpe Burger 
1995, 44 and fig 38, no 6). 

·' 

Lids: These form c 17% of the total MNI. Three types 
could be identified. Only the knobs of a few specimens 
survive, one of these is perforated. Of the 13 (MNI) 
vessels of which a substantial part of the vessel survived 
or of which the profile could be reconstructed, three are 
undecorated (Fig 21, nos 2 and 5 and not illustrated), 
nine are decorated with concentric burnished lines or 
bands (eg Fig 21, nos 1 and 4) and one has concentric 
burnished lines and vertical burnished lines in a radial 
pattern (Fig 21, no 3). 

d Starner copy supplied for Flanders Manne l nstitute library (SLI05X00225E) 
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Fig 21 : NOM RE lids (nos 1-5 and 8), and perforated jar base (no 7); LLW 1 container (no 9), and North French 
products ATR RE (nos J0-16) and ARD RE (nos 17-18), light grey indicates burnished areas, scale 1:4 

Type 17: Lid·with rounded rim (Fig 21, nos 1-3). 

Type 18: Lid with cut-off rim (Fig 21, nos 4 and 5). 

Type 19: Lid with profiled rim (Fig 21,'no 6). 

Also worth mentioning is the base of a bowl with interior 
bu.rnishing (Fig 21, no 8), which seems to have been 
used as lid. The print of a leaf can be distinguished on it. 
Also a jar with perforated base and horizontal and 
vertical scored combed decoration (Fig 21 , no 7), the 
function of which is unknown. 

Low Lands Ware 1 
LLW 1: 1 MNI. A (storage) jar or container rim 
fragment (Fig 21, no 9) oflJthe Holwerda 142 type 

(De Clercq and Degryse 2008; for fabric description 
see above) . Rounded, downturned rims of this 
type are an important 3rd century chronological 
indicator. Low Lands reduced ware is found at 
Roman sites in the region to the east and north of the 
Scheidt, but is rare at those to the west of it. The 

. Coastal Plain is situated outside the main distribution 
zone of this ware, but some vessels do find their way 
there. 

Northern French imports 
Fabrics with sources in Northern France together form 
OJ!IY 2.6% of the total sherd count, 9.1 % of the total 
MNI. Imports from northern France become more 
important in the levels of the phase following that to 
which OS 4980 belongs. 
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Atrebatian reduced ware 
The Atrebatian reduced ware ~ategory includes various 
fabrics from the Artois · region in· ·northern France, ·· 
b~~adly the civitas of the Atrebates -with . Arras 
(Nemetacum) as its capital. There are . pottery 
production centres at Labuissiere, Bruay-la-Buissiere 
and Dainville (near Arras). Like other wares originating 
from northern France (CALO RE, ARD RE, CAM RE) 
this fabric, with 14 MNI, is rare :in this pottery 
assen:iblag_e. · · 

Fabric 
ATR RE: Grey wares with a Clean c.lay·matrix, and often 
a laminated appearance containing common to abundant . 
fine, sub-rounded, grey, semi-translucent quartz grains, 
as well as moderate quantities of black fine iron-rich 
particles (Col Pl 2, j). 

Typology 
Carinated bowls with a booked rim ('bols carenes'): 
5 MNI (Fig 21,_nos 14-16) with either· a sharp carination 
(Fig 21, no 16), or rounded (Fig 21, nos 14 and 15). The 
neck is always decorated with horizontal burnished lines 
or bands. 

Collared bowl: 1 sherd. 

Beakers with tall . straight · necks: · ('vases 
tronconiques') ·(see Tuffreau-Libre 1980, 97 ff) with 
horizontal burnished lines externally (Fig 21, no 12), 3 
MNI. The tall necks are typical of 3rd century beakers 
produced in northern . Gaul. One beaker has a globular 
body decorated with a horizontal row of rouletting (Fig 
21, n0"13). A beaker with a straight.neck, burnished with 
horizontal lines (Fig 21, no 10), has a fabric that was 
initially categorise~ a5 Atrebatian reduced ware, but it is 
more likely to come from elsewhere since this type . of 

. decoration is not common on Atrebatian products, but is 
very common on the Coastal Plain (Thoen 1978, LOK 
type 10). 

Small jar: A globular jar with horizontal burnishing .on 
the upper part of the body and a folded rim (Fig 21, no · . 
11 ), and a small jar with short everted rim complete the 
range of forms. 

La Calotterie reduced ware 
Three sherds or · 2 MNI probably came from the 
production centres of La Calotterie, near Etaples (c 15 
km to the south · of Boulogne, · on the , estuary of the 
Canche) (Ketels 2001). In later levels anhe Oudenburg 
fort La Calotterie reduced ware is more abundant. The 
layer which . seals the primary fillings, .. for example, 
contains a higher percentage of it. La Calotterie pottery 
was produced from the· 1 st to ihe 4th century AD (Ketels 
2001) . 

Fabric 
CALO RE: A red-brown or light-grey core, grey, 
brown-grey or dark-brown margins and temper of 
moderate to common sub-rounded, semi-translucent 
grey quartz grains and orange and brown iron-rich grains 
(Col Pl 2, k).- The sun:aces are rough to the touch. 

Ardres reduced ware 
Eleven sherds, 7 · MNI are in a fabric which is very 
common in the southern part of the civitas Menapiorum. 
When first recognised · at Ardres (Florent and · Cabal 
2004), it was provisionally labelled 'Ardres reduced 
ware'. It is possible, but not yet proved that this ware 
was manufactured at Ardres. Significant quantities of 
this fabric_ were found in Therouanne, the capital of the 
civitas Menapiorum, and at Boulogne (Dhaeze and 
Seillier 2005, 631 ). 

Fabric 
. ARQ RE:. Dark-grey fabric, sometimes with a light
brown or red-brown core, moderately tempered with 
fi~e, opaque grey, sub-angular quartz grains, white mica, 
sparse black iron-rich grains and calcite (Col Pl 2, 1). The 
surfaces have· a very rough feeL 

Typology . . 
Three vessels are examples of the' type-fossil of this 
tradition: shoulderless globular jars with sh~rply 
carinated rims (Fig 22, no 1 ). Another vessel is a small 
jar v.:ith short everted rim (Fig 21, no 17), two more jars 

· have a rounded rim (Fig 21, no 18), a type also known at 
the La ~alqtterie kilns. Two jar base-sherds also occur in 
this fabric (Fig 22, no 2): 

Cambrai reduced ware 
Three sherds, 1 · MNI, probably originating from the 
Cambrai regi~n (R Clotuche pers comm). 

Fabric 
· CAM RE: Fine-textured light-grey fabric with · white 
margins and pale-grey surfaces, abun_dantly tempered 
with very · fine, sub-angular, ·colourless quartz grains, 
with some black and brown iron-oxides of various sizes, 
showing spots and strings. 

Typology 
The sherds are from a bowl with a thickened rounded rim 
(Fig 22, no 3), with upper part of the rim and the vessel 
interior burnished. Just beneath the rim is a perforation 
hole of 2.Smin. · 

U~provenanced reduced ware:-?COL BBi 
4 sherds, -3 MNI are in a fabric that is very.similar to that 
of the Colchester BB2. However the types· are not -fully 
consisten~ with a Colchester origin (Dr M Lyne pers 
·comm). · · 
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Fig 22: North French reduced ware ARD RE (nos 1-2), 
. CAM RE (no 3), possible Colchester BB 2 products · 
(4-6) and globular bowl, globular beaker and 'stud-
. beaker' in NOM HA fabric (nos 7-13); light grey 
indicates burnished areas, dark grey black coated 

areas, scak 1:4 

Fig 23: Possible Colchester BB2 rim sherd (Fig 23, 
no 5) (photo: copyright VJOE), scale marked in cm 

Fabric 
?COL BB2: A black, hard fired fabric with a moderate 
to abundant quantity of well sorted quartz (Col Pl 2, m). 

Typology 
One sherd is from an ·undecorated plain-rimmed dish 
(Fig 22, no 4), burnished on both sides. The second is a 
rim sherd of a bowl with triangular rim, and a cordon 
halfway down the exterior (Fig 22, no 5; Fig 23), 
burnished inside and outside and decorated externally 
with vertical burnished bands, finally there are two 
wall-sherds of a carinated bowl with horizontal 
burnishing on the interior and exterior (Fig 22, no 6). 
Plain-rimmed dishes like the first vessel were produced 
at Colchester (Symonds and Wade 1999) but carinated 
bowls were not, nor are the cordon and the vertical 
burnished bands of the second vessel present among 
Colchester products. 

Discussion 
Almost all the coarse reduced ware fabrics are of local or 
regional origin. North Menapian reduced wares (NOM 
RE) form a separate industry, which can be easily 
distinguished from the products of other regions. 
Although the fabric is very homogeneous, the variations 

. in types seem to indicate that regional variations exist in 
the Coastal Plain and the border of Sandy Flanders. The 
range of forms found in North Menapian coarse reduced 
ware partly follows the native Gaulish tradition of 
globular cooking-pots and incurved-walled bowls, and 
partly copies Roman pottery, eg carinated bowls with 
ho!lzontal rims (Fig 24). It is also important to note that 
the range of North Menapian reduced ware in OS 4980 
does not differ from pottery assemblages from civilian 
contexts. -
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Other reduced wares, although they are present only in 
small quantities, came primarily from northern France. 
Since a substantial part of this . material comes from 
coastal regions (La Calotterie, ArdresY it may be 
evidence of trade-contacts with this part of Gaul, which 
has always provided some ceramics for the North 
Menapian area. 

Handmade pottery 
Handmade pottery forins the largest group in the 
assemblage, 2374 (42.1%) of the total of 5640 by sherd 
count, 298 (40.32%) of the 739 MNI. All the handmade 
pottery was fired in a reduced atmosphere, producing 
black or dark-grey surface and core. Most of the vessels 
in this group were finished on a slow-wheel or turntable. 
Traces of turning are rare but obvious where they do 
occur, very irregular on the body but more regular on the 
rim. Most of the handmade pottery is considered to be of 
local or regional manufacture because of the distinctive 
association of forms, fabrics and decoration in the North 
Menapian coastal area, and has been called North 
Menapian handmade (NOM HA). This group together 
with its more fine-textured wheel-thrown equivalent 
(above), was formerly called 'Coastal Ware' (Thoen 
1978), but new research shows that this is no longer 
appropriate. Rarer examples of handmade pottery are the 

!- beaker wrth upright rim 1!12 

~N globular beaker with tall conlcal neck J 1 
8..., 
.?;-

curved-walled bcwl with plain tim 

~'<t curved-walled bowl wrth nat rim !!li!E ~ 

" ~It) curved.walled bowl with flat rim and exterior cordons a1 
8.w 

.?;-
curved·walled bowl With fid-seated rim .3 

~~ globular bowl with plain rim and studs b1 
8.'° l:' 

bowl wtth angular shoulder and raised plain rim B 1 

8."' .?;-
bcwt wllh collared rim a 1 ,, 

8.o 
.?;--

bowl with waU·slded rim 
• 1 

8.-
l:'- bowUdlsh with ftat rim and chamfer· 81 3 
8_N 
.?;--

cannated bcv.1 wtth thickened beaa rim •n 8..., 
,?;-- cannated bowl with horizontal rim Eae7 
8. '<t 
.?;--
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8. II'> " globular jar with evened rim .?;--

8. U> 
l:'- globular jar with everted rid-seated rim - l11 
8.~ lid with rounded rim 117 l:'- -
8. '° lld wrth cut of! rim 11~ .?;--

8.m 
l:'- lid wtth profiled rim li!35 

Romano-British imports in typical South-East Dorset 
BBi-fabric (DOR BBI) and others provenanced from 
the Y ser estuarine regions. 

North Menapian handmade 
Most of the handmade sherds are made in NOM HA 
ware (2333: 98.3% of the group), representing 291 MNI 
(97.7% of the handmade total). 

Fabrics 
The fabrics were classified according to the 
characteristics and size of temper and clay matrix. 

NOM HA 1: Fine textured fabric of abundant fine, well
sorted sub-rounded milky semi-translucent quartz grains 
with some ill-sorted grey-coloured clay-pellets (<l mm) 
and some charred organic (plant) remains in low to 
moderate quantities (Col PI 2, o). 

27 

NOM HA 2: Fairly coarse textured fabric with abundant 
fine and sparse ill-sorted sub-rounded or angular milky, 
semi-translucent quartz grains and ill-sorted grey-coloured 
clay-pellets ( < 2.5 mm) with some charred organic (plant) 
remains in moderate quantities (Col PI 2, p ). 

NOM HA 3: Coarse textured fabric of abundant fine and 
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Fig 24: yessel forms in NOM RE by MN! 
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very sparse ill-sorted sub-rounded or angular milky 
semi-translucent quartz grains, white rounded inclusions 
(<Smm), possibly chalk; ill-sorted grey-coloured angular 
or laminar clay-P.ellets (<5 mm) and charred organic 
(plant) remains in moderate quantities (Col Pl 2, q). 

Typology and decoration 
Of 298 MNI in handmade war~s, 13 different vessel 
forms were distinguished including cooking pots, 
storage jars, beakers, bowls, dishes, cups and lids, 
divided into sub-types according to details of rim and 
profile. . · 

Type 1: Small globular bowl with profiled rim and 
burnished lattice decoration on the wall. Represented 
by 1 MNI, with the remains of a black coating on the 
outside of the rim (Fig 22, no 7; Fig 25). The type could 
have been influenced by the Cam 328 fonn (Hull 1963) 
globular bead-rim jars occurring in the BB2 tradition. It 
has the type's general form and decoration. 

Type 2: Globular beaker with pronounced shoulder, 
tall upright neck, weakly everted rim and globular -
body. Represented by 9 MNI, mostly in fabric 2 (7 MNI) 
(Fig 22, nos 8-12). All the sherds bear a black, often 
shiny coating on the neck and in some cases on the 
interior of the rim. Two examples (Fig 22, nos 9 and 11) 
show a coating on both the interior and exterior of rim 
and/or neck. The body is always decorated with a 
distinctive pattern of vertical lines of intense burnishing, 
while the whole of the outside of the neck and the first 
1 Omm of its interior are completely burnished and often 
show traces of a coating. The forms recall older thin
walled forms in North-Gaulish terra nigra (Deru 1996, 
type P46-53 and especially the 3rd century type P53). 
Related forms were found in Brugge and Leffinge 
(Thoen 1978, type 8). No traces of heating were 

Fig 25: NOM HA 1 globular bowl (Fig 23, no 7) 
(photo: copyright VIOEJ,1~cale marked in cm 

observed and the delicate finishing of most vessels in 
this type suggests this form was not used for cooking. A 
function as tableware, possibly a beaker for drinking, 
seems more plausible. Similar forms were made in the 
wheel-thrown fabric NOM FR. A rare inland find of a 
beaker of this type was found in a 3rd century context at 
Velzeke (van Heesch and Deschieter 2000, fig 11, no 9). 

Type 3: Globular, almost shoulderless pot with 
everted rim, decorated with studs (so-called 'stud
beaker' or 'knobbelpot' in Dutch): represented by 10 
MNI, seven in the fine NOM FR (see Fig 13, no 6 and 
Fig 15), and three in the coarser NOM HA 2 version (Fig 
22, nos 13 and 14; Fig 26). The high quality of these 
vessels is shown by. the intense burnishing on the body 
of the vessel. As in the Type 2 forms, the whole outside 
of the neck and the first 1 Omm of the interior are 
completely burnished and often show traces of coating. 
These pots have a series of applied, stud-like elements 
on the girth and on the shoulder (two rows). In some 
examples this area is also decorated with geometric 
patterns of burnished lines. The use on handmade vessels 
of applied elements to enhance the grip is not completely 
unparalleled in Northern Gaul (Herbin 2002). However, 
the high density of stud-like elements in combination 
with the globular form, a fine-textured fabric, delicate 
burnishing and coating defines this as a distinctive form. 
As in Type 2, no evidence of heating was observed and 
a function ~s a drinking beaker seems logical. As already. 
stated stud-pots are type fossils for NOM HA fabric 

Fig 26: NOM HA 3 'stud-beaker' (Fig 23, no 13) 
(photo: copyright VIOE), scale marked in cm 
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pottery production, occuring from the late 2nd century 
onwards but predominantly of 3rd-century date. 
Examples are known along the North Menapian coast at 
Brugge (Thoen 1978, 186, LOK 9), Wenduine (ibid, 
141 ), Zeebrugge (ibid, LOK 9), Dudzele (Hollevoet 
1989, fig 8, nos 14 and 15; In't Ven and Hollevoet 2005, 
fig DW4-l, 16), Plassendale (Vanhoutte and De Clercq 
2007), the civil settlement of Oudenburg (Creus 1975, 
13), Aardenburg and Maldegem (Dhaeze in prep). 
Wheel-thrown equival~nts, often decorated with 
rouletted patterns were produced in NOM FR fabric (Fig 
13, no 6). 

Type 4-5: Dish with oblique wall and in-curved rim 
(Type 4) (Fig 27, nos 1-6 and 8) and in some cases the 
wall of the pot has been pushed-out to produce a pouring 
lip (Type 5) (c/Fig 27, nos 7 and 9). Type 4 dishes are 
represented by 19 MNI, almost equally divided between 
NOM HA I and 2 (8 and 11 MNI respectively). The fonn 
was already present in the early lst century AD and is 
closely related to the bowl Type 6 below. With the 
handmade pottery revival during the 3rd century (De 

~Ill' 

Clercq 2005), this often entirely burnished dish is 
abundant throughout North-western Ga1,1l, also occurring 
in more distant inland territories such: as Velzeke (De 
Mulder and Deschieter 2003, 281). Most dishes from the 
Oudenburg assemblage were entirely; burnished both 
inside and out. Coating on the outside of the rim, and 
burnished vertical lines on the o~tside wall are 
distinctive elements for the late 2nd imd 3rd. century 
production. Dishes completely burnished on the interior 
could have been used as a cooking or frying plate. The 
burnished surfaces would improve the heating efficiency 
and the burnished interior would prevent cooked 
su~stances ~dhering (Ikaheimo 2003, 96). 

Type 6: Bowl with oblique wall and incurved rim: 67 
MNI (9 in NOM HA 1, and 37 in NOM HA 2) (Fig 27, 
nos 10-15). This simple handmade bowl type is found in 
most of the pottery assemblages of the first half of the 
3rd century AD in the civitas Menapiorum (Venneulen 
1992, 105-6: bowl Type 7) and is similar to the Type 4 
dish. The abundant use of burnishing on the inside and 
outside is typical of 3rd century contexts in the northern 

Fig 27: NOM HA dishes and bowls, light grey indicates burnished areas, dark grey black coated areas, scale J :4 
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(coastal) area. As in the Type 4 dishes, the outside of the 
rim often has a black coating or burnishing, oi: vertical 
burnished lines on the inside and ouiSide surfaces. The 
interior surface is.. completely burnished. 

Type 7: Bowl with oblique wall and rim sharply 
carinated to the inside. Only 1 MN1 (NOM HA 2) was 
present (Fig 28, no 1 ). The type is rare in handmade ware 
but occurs from the 2nd century onwards in the wheel
thrown fabric LLW 1. Similar.forms occur in NOM RE 
fabric (see above). · 

Type 8: Bowl with oblique wall and inturned rim. 
Five MNI (all NOM HA 2) were found (Fig 28, no 2). 
Similar decorative patterns to those of Types 4 and 6 

T ) 

were observed. The fonn is inore frequently found in 
northern inland territories (between Ghent and Bruges) 
(Vermeulen 1992, 105: type 5) in contexts which can be 
dated from the Flavian period until the 3rd century AD. 
Finds from Merendree, Knesselare, Zomergem and 
Aalter indicate that this fonn is most abundant in the 3rd 
century AD (De Clercq in prep). Some pieces show a 
black coating on the exterior and interior of the rim, 

Type 9. Bowl with S-shaped profile (rim everted to the 
outside). Three MNI (all NOM HA 1) occur (Fig 28, nos 
3- 5; Figs 29 and 30). Two sherds show a coating on the 

· inside of the rim. The shoulder was polished in all cases, 
and the outside decorated by vertical-line burnishing. The 
MNI may be underestimated since shoulder or rim sherds 
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Fig 28: NOM HA bowls a~d jars, light grey indicates burnished areas, dark grey black coated areas, scale 1 :4 
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Fig 29: NOM HA 9 bowl (Fig 28, no 3) 
(photo: copyright VIOE), scale marked in cm 

. 
could also belong to Type 10 cooking pots (below) and 
these sherds were included in the Type 10 totals. 
-Handmade S-shaped profile bowls are found in large areas 
of Northern Gaul (eg Vermeulen 1992, 105: bowls Type 
1 ). The form dates back to the late Iron Age and continued 
well into the Roman period. The specific decoration on 
the Oudenburg pieces relates them to other forms in the 
NOM HA fabric such as Types 4 to 9. 

Type 10: Jar with globular body and everted rim, 
often described as a cooking-pot. A total of 134 MNI (44 
in NOM HA 1; 86 in NOM HA 2; 3 in NOM HA 3) 
makei this form the dominant type in the NOM· HA 
fabric as well as in the total assemblage (Fig 28, nos 
6-16; Fig 31, nos l and 2). Some sherds show intense 
traces of soot on the lower parts of the . body. The 
abundant use of burnishing and coating is typical of the 
3rd century AD NOM HA fabric tradition. Many sherds 
show coating on the inside of the rim, while the outside 
of the rim is totally burnished. The wall may be totally 
burnished or with burnished vertical lines or lattice 
pattern. Combinations of different patterns occur. Comb
scored patterns are rarer on the wall but more frequent on 
the lower body of vessels. The shoulder can be curved or 
more angular. As Type 9, the form dates back to the Iron 
Age and is found on many Roman sites (lst-4th century 
AD) in Northern Gaul (eg Thoen 1978; Vermeulen 1992, 
108, type 1; De Clercq et al 2005). While the basic form 
remains unchanged through time and landscapes, the 
decoration often shows significant regional variations, 
possibly indicating distinctive regional and 
chronological traditions of pottery manufacture. The 
lattice-decoration also ·occurs on material from' inland 
sites west of the river Scheldt, but from the mid 3rd 
century onwards the use of a coating and the absence of 

Fig 30: NOM.HA 9 bowl (Fig 28, no 4) 
(photo: copyright VIOE), scale marked in cm 

the fingertip impressions on the rim, which are a 
distinctive feature of the handmade pottery from the area 
between Ghent and Bruges, clearly distinguishes the 
Oudenburg group from inland products. 

Type 11: Shoulderless jar (cooking-pot) with globular 
body and rim s~arply carinated to the exterior. 17 
MNI (six in NOM HA 1; nine in NOM HA 2 and two in 
NOM HA 3) were found (Fig 31, nos 3-7). The form is 
typical of the coastal area and does not occur in inland 
handmade fabrics . The absence of a shoulder relates this 
form to BB 1 and BB2 cooking-pots or similar forms 
from other continental coastal areas, such as a distinctive 

. group decorated in comb-scored patterns and with a 
burnished rim in the Y ser-Aa estuarine zone on both 
sides of the modern French-Belgian border (eg 
Roumegoux and Termote 1993, fig 51; Hannois 1996, 
fig 2; Bouche and Michel 2004) and a similar group 
decorated with rouletting in the northern part of the 
civitas Menapiorum (Florent and Cabal 2004; Dhaeze 
and ·seillier 2005, 631, fig 32). One piece (Fig 31, no 4) 
in the more coarse NOM HA 3 fabric has a distinctive 
surface decoration of arcaded comb-score patterns and 
the rim is decorated with a double row of finger-tip 
impressions. Such comb-scored patterns on these forms 
are ~own in the Yser-Aa group. A collection of old 
finds, made during peat-extraction at Wulpen near 
Veume close to the Y ser (De Wilde and· Verhaeghe, 
unpub) contained many very similar forms, and an origin 
in this region is probable.•A parallel for this piece comes 
from the 3rd century New Fresh Warf pottery group in 
London (Richardson 1986, 126, fig 1 no 185). 
Comparison of hand specimens revealed a close 
resemblance between the London and Oudenburg pieces 
(Col Pl2, r). 
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Fig 31: NOM HA jar types and lid knob (no 8), light grey indicates burnished a;eas, scale 1:4 

Type 12: Lid with plain rim. Only 2 ~I were present 
(Fig 31, no 8). This absence of lids in the NOM HA. 
pottery group seems to be a dis~inctive characteristic · 
since lids are abundant in the handmade group .from the 
adjacent inland area between Ghent and Bruges. · 

Type 13: Large storage jar with globular body and 
everted rim. Represented by 11 MNI (one in NOM HA 
1, five in NOM HA 2, and five in NOM HA 3) (Fig 31, 
nos 9-12; .. F.ig 32, nos 1-9). Its large dimensions and the 
absence of soot on the surface, mean that this large 
variant . of the Type 10 cooking-pot is commonly 
interpreted as a storage-vessel. rgain, (irregular) lattice 

decoration on the body of the pot is frequently observed 
while the shoulder is decorated with closely arranged 
vertical lines of burnishing. The rims are completely 
burnished both inside and outside. The inside surface 
often shows fingerprints or irregular marks of the 
manufacturit)g process. One piece was decorated with a 
black coating . and with fingertip impressions on the 
outside of the rim (Fig 31, no 9). These forms and the 
associated decoration are known from several 3rd 
century AD sites in the North Menapian area such as 
Aardenburg, Maldegem, Middelburg, Plassendale 
(Vanhoutte and De Clercq 2007) and Haamstede 
(Trimpe-Burger 1995, fig ~6,..nos 3 and 4). 
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Fig 32: NOM HA storage jar fragments (nos 1-9) and the DOR BB 1 (nos 7-12), light grey indicates burnished 
areas, scale I :4 · 

South-East Dorset black-burnished ware 1 
A small quantity of 23 sherds or approximately 1 %, 6 
MNI or 1.35% of the handmade fabrics, is Romano
British in origin. 

Fabric 
DOR BBl: Five of the six vessels fall into the 'classic' 
DOR BBl fabric (Col Pl 2, n); one fragment has a much 
finer fabric. 

Typology 
All the vessels are plain-rimmed dishes, of Holbrook and 
Bidwell (1991) type 59.3. All except one (Fig 32, no 13) 

are decorated with an external burnished arcaded and 
intersecting arc decoration (Fig 32, nos lland 12). The 
exterior of the base is decorated with curving burnished 
lines. Only the interior wall is completely burnished. Four 
dishes' can be more precisely identified: three sherds as 
Bestwall dish form 8/5 (Fig 32, nos 11 and 13), dated AD 
220-300, one as a Bestwall dish form 8/3, dated AD 
220-70 (Fig 32, no 12) (Dr M Lyne pers comm). 

Discussion 
Handmade pottery is the largest group in the assemblage. 
More than 40% of the vessels in pit OS 4890 were in this 
category. This large proportion seems surprising at first, 
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especially in view of the military context. On the other 
hand, this high percentage fits well with the 'revival' of 
handmade pottery from the early 3rd century onwards 
which is documt'.n.ted in civilian context in the region (De 
Clercq 2005, 204) and could indicate a strong . locally-

. based supply of pottery to the fort. Within the handmade 
group, the NOM HA fabric variants are do~inant. 

Typology: The 298 MN! in handmade wares represented 
13 different form types (Fig 33). Most forms are clearly 
rooted in the native repertoire: eg Hollevoet 2002 for a 
Flavian to early 2nd century assemblage at Varsenare, 
near Oudenburg, or De Clercq et al 2005, for two late 
Iron Age pottery-groups c 200-50 BC, and Early Roman 
(Augustean-Tiberian) date at Aalter (inland). However 
the influence of the BE-industry is noticeable on the 
typological as well as on the decorative level (see above}. 
When considering the form/fabric ratio, NOM HA fabrics 
1 ( 100 MNI), 2 (178 MNI) and 3 ( 13 MNI) are the 
prevailing fabrics, equally divided over most forms (291 
MNI in NOM HA). However, a clear trend for using the 
coarser fabric 2 for the Type 10 cooking pots seems to be 
well established ( 45 MN! in fabric 1, and 90 MNI in · 
fabric 2 out of a total of 140 MNI). This is presumably a 
function-related technological choice since coarse
tempered fabrics were generally used in cooking-vessels, 
as seen in earlier assemblages from the North Menapian 
coastal region (De Clercq 2005). The typologically 
similar, although larger, storage jar (Type 12) is also 
made in the coarser fabrics (NOM HA 3), in lhis case 
probably related to the need for larger vessels to survive 
the firing process. The highly decorated and carefully 
burnished stud-pot is the only form in which the finer 
fabric 1 dominates fabric 2, again indicating a deliberate 
functional choice of finer fabric, as well as decoration, to 
produce higher quality vessels for table-use. 

1111111 globular bow! With pcoftled rtn I 1 

bow!wlh obDquo wall, rlm lharplycarin1t1dl0 the lneide I 1 

~., bowt wtth obique wan, rim pcoflled 1a the lnoide • 5 

1. :·--·-····-··-·········--·-·····---·-··-····-·····-··· --~.:-.'.'.~.~~!:~ ~~~'.~ .• 3 

Decoration: Is abundant and occurs on all forms of the 
NOM HA fabric: on the inside and outside of open 
vessel forms and on the inside of the rim and the outside 
walls of the pot for the closed forms (Fig 34). Equal 
proportions of decorations were observed in 
quantifications (total number of sherds; rims; MNI). Out 
of the 292 MNI in NOM HA, 115 MNI show traces of 
decoration, 33 decorative schemes have been identified, 
predominantly of burnished patterns in various 
combinations as well as complete burnishing of the 
surface (Dec: 15). It appears that overall burnishing can 
be regarded as a functional vessel-finish rather than as 
decoration. 

Linear patterns of regular burnished lattice decoration, 
irregular lattice burnishing, radial, zonal (large surfaces, 
~road linear surfaces) and complete or random 
burnishing were most commonly observed amongst the 
large variety of decorative patterns (Table 4). These 
decorative schemes were often applied in combination or 
with other, less common decorative patterns such as 
grooves or comb-scored lines. Types 4, 6, 10, 11 and 13 
especially offer interesting data on the use of decorative 
patterns. These forms are quantitatively significant, 
representing 209 MNI out of the total of 292 MNI in 
North Menapian handmade.ware. Of these 209 MNI 100 
MNI are decorated. From a typological point of view, it 
appears that more than half of the examples in Types 2, 
6 and 13 ar~ decorated, while Type 4 had no undecorated 
vessels. 

These bowls and dishes are decorated predominantly 
with a combination of complete burnishing in the inside 
and various linear burnished patterns on the outside 
surface. Some interior surfaces however, mostly in the 
Type 4 and 6 (dish and bowl) show additional burnished 

J:e )arw!thglobularbody.evertedrlm ·--·--·--·--·--·--·-&1134 --·-- ·- --·--------------------"-!:: ohoulder-l<n Jor win globular body, r1m ollarply c.oMated lo the outllde ·-II 7 

1;----------------;;,:;h-:;~;;;-~;;; 112 

~ !'.! larGt ltorago·)U With globular body, overtod rlm - 11 
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Fig 33: NOM HA types represented in MN! 
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Fig 34: Decorative patterns on the handmade pottery by MN! (Patterns only occurring once are not included) 

Table 4: Decorative schemes on NOM pottery vess.els 

Decoration/Form 
Undecorated 
Decoration 1 
Decoration 2 
Decoration 3 
Decoration 4 
Decoration S 
Decoration 7 
Decoration 9 
Decoration 10 
Decoration 12 
Decoration 14 
Decoration IS 
Decoration 21 
Decoration 24 
Decoration 25 
Decoration 26 
DecoratLon 28 
Decoration 29 
Decoration 30 
Decoration 31 
Decoration 32 
Totals 

Type2 
5 

I 
5 

11 

Key to decorative scheme codes ·(c/Table 4 and Fig 34) 

On exterior only 
1 Horizontal and/or vertical scored combing 

Type 4 

5 

6 

7 
19 

2 Combined vertical parallel burnished lines on scored combing 
3 Vertical parallel burnished lines 
4 Grouped (intersecting or vertical) burnished Imes 
S Zona! burnishing (strips or surfaces) 
6 Burnished lattice decoration 
7 Lattice combined with zones of burnishing 
8 Radial burnishing in strips (mull iple lines) 
9 Radial burnishing in lines (single lines) 
10 Zones of burnishing with intersecting burnished lines 
II Zonal burnishing with scored combing 
12 Groups of burnished lines with •cored combing 
13 Comb scored arcaded panerns 
14 Finger tip or nail impressions on the rim 
15 Complete burnishing 
16 Irregularly intersect ing burnished lines 
17 Irregularly intersecting burnished lines with scored combing 
18 Dot impressions 
19 Burnished laltice decoration with scored combing 
10 Vertical grooves 

Type6 Type JO 
26 63 

7 
2 1 

8 
3 
2 

2 

7 
2 

2 
9 
I 
3 

12 

66 86 

On exterior and 
11 Vertical parallel burnished lines 
ll none 

23 Zones of burnishing (strips or surfaces) 
24 Finger tip or nail Impressions on the rim 
25 Vertical parallel burnished lines 
26 Radial burnishing in lines (single Imes} 
27 Complete burnishing 

Type JI 
13 
2 

17 

28 Combined finger tip or nail impressions on the rim 
and comb scored arcaded panerns 

29 Vertical parallel burnished Jines 
30 Zones of burnishing (strips or surfaces) 
31 Radial burnishing in lines (isolated lines) 
32 Complete burnishing 
33 Radial burnishing in strips (grouped hnes} 

d t mer Copy supplied for Flanders Manne lnst1tute Library \SL.105X00225E) 
subito e v license cus o · · 

Type 1J Total 
2 109 

10 
4 

14 
2 s 
2 5 
I 1 

2 
I 
7 
2 
s 

2 
10 

1 
9 

12 
7 

10 209 

Interior surface 
Vertical parallel burnished lines 
Zones of burnishing (strips or surfaces), 
horizontal and/or vertical scored combing, 
and vertical parallel burnished lines 
Zones of burnishing (stnps or surfaces) 
Zones of burnishing (strips or surfaces) 
Radial burnishing in lines (single lines) 
Radial burnishing in lines (single Imes) 
Radial burnishing m lines (single lines) 
none 

Complete burnishing 
Complete burnishmg 
Complete burnishing 
Complete burnishing 
Zona! burnishing (strips or surfaces) 
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patterns, strongly recalling the decorative sch~mes on 
similar vessel-fonns produced in tlie Black Burnished 
Ware in9ustiy. 1

' 

The globular jar Type 10, representing c 30% of the fabric 
.. group has decorative schemes. ~ Few of the rims of the 
Type 10 pot have fingertip impressions, althou~ some of 
the Type 11 ·globular jar rims are 'decorated in' this way. · 
The surfaces . of the Type 1 O globular vessels are·. 
decorated with c()mb-scored .patterns often combined · 
with various kinds of line-burnished patte~ such as 

. vertical lines or' lattice-decoration. Burnished .lattice 
decoration is known in Northern Flande'rs from the first · 

· two centuries BC on Type 10 cooking pots (De Clercq et 
al 2005) and continues . to · be applied to this fo~ 
throughout the Roman period. However, the diversity and 
intensity of burnished patterns seems characteristic of the 
late 2nd and the 3rd centuries AD iil·the northern part of · 
Flanders and the coastal region in particular (eg· 
Plassendale III; Vanhoutte and De Cl~rcq 2007). Most of 
the fonns in NOM HA, especially Types 10, 11, 13, show 
remnants of a black coating (possibly birch-tar?), mainly 
on the rim and shoulder, and often also on tlie interior of 
the rim. This finish is most apparent on those parts of the 
vessels. that make contact during stirring, pouring and 
drinking. The· use of.a black coating on the rim is also 
found on certain South-Western Black Burriished Ware 1 
fonns (Holbrook and Bidwell 1991, 114 and figs 34 and 
35, fonn 32J). . 

characteristics can be identified. The quartz rich fabric, 
the. geographically limited occurrence of Type 3 ' stud
beaicers'; the use of black-coating on the rim, the lack of 
fingertip impressions on the rim, and the abundant use of 
burnishing patterns on the surfaces are important criteria 
in defining NOM as a separate group (Fig 35). These 
characteristics make it· possible to distinguish products 
of the North Meilapian handmade tradition froin other 

· · inland~based traditions where these characteristics are 
absent or less dominant. In contrast some remarkable 

.. ' parallels or irifi~ences can be established between the 
NOM HA group and the Romano-British Black 

· · Burnished Ware fodustry. The imitation of certain forms 
(Type 1), dishes imitating Holbrook and Bidwell (1991) 
type 59.3, the appearance of jars with wide, everted rims 
and sharply carinated bodies (Type 11 ), the use of the 
\?.lac~ coating arid th~ application of burnished patterns, 
especially on dishes and bowls, clearly relates the NOM 
HA group to the Black Burnished ware group and to the 
other continental Black Burnished ware imitations 
(Tuffreau-Libre et al 1995) produced along the Channel 
coast further south. The Type 3 beaker also lacks obvious 
parallels in the native . and .earlier Roman handmade 

· pottery repertoire but resembles a Black Burnished ware 
fonn. The presence of Black Burnished ware in the · 

. Oudenburg context, and also on other sites in the NOM 
region (see Aardenburg: De Visser 200i, 155 and fig 9, 

· nos 87 and 88; Dhaeze in prep) may suggest that Black 
Burnished· ~are · had a direct influence on the North, 
Menapian handmade production. In addition these NOM 

Function:: Th~ Type 10 globular jar with everted rim HA characteristics seem to be limited to late 2nd and 3rd 
dominates the handmade assemblage (53%), while . century contexts, the earlier products in .this coastal are~ 
bowls (28%) are also well . repre_sented. Large . beakers show more parallels ~d greater homogeheiiY with . 
(7%), dishes (7%), storage-jars (4%) and lids·(1%) occur · inland traditions (Assemblages found ~t Zeebrugge, E 
less frequently: The coating on the rims of cooking-pots, .. Patrouille pers comm), Varsenare · (Hollevoet 2002, 
bowls and beakers could be related to hygiene or to i6S-73); Damme ·(ln't Ven et al 2005)). It is not clear 
facilitate drinking, stirring or pouring. The use of fine-.. . why this 3rd century ~native' tradition is. influenced by 
textured fabrics and the fine finish and decoration of the Romano-British and other non-local stYlistic, 
Types 2 and 3 indicate that tliese .fonns were used as .. typological and deco.rative patterns. It is possible that the 
.tableware, presumably as drinking beak.~rs. The range of · pottery industry was influenced and. stimulated by the 
forms present witliin the handma~e pottery group can he market created by a military presence in the region. It 
related io th~ whole process of food. processing: 'st':>rage;· · · seems unlikely to -be coincidental that this tradition 
cooking 'and consumption.' The potters producing these· . began simultaneously with'the establishment offorts (in ' 
forms favoured the more coarse fabrics for cooking-pots.· , · . the years AD. 170-80 at Maldegem-Vake, Aardenbu.rg 

. . . . . ... . . · ·; and somewhat later at Oudenburg). It is also possible 
The handmade pottery shows . that . on both tYI'ological' · . that Romanising influences increased, since the presence 
and decorative levels there is a strong .persistence of . of military personnel would have provided more 
native pottery : traditions in Northern Gaul and iii. the . _' opporh;lnities for trade and other ·personal contacts 
civitas Menapiorum in particular (Venneulen 1992; De · between .. Rqmano-British and Gallo-Romans providing 

. Clercq 2005). Pottery production was· not however a ari environment which enhanced the possibilities for 
centralised activity.since differences in style, decoraticm . exchange of material culture and ideas. . 
and fabrics indicate significant geographical and · . 
chronolo~cal variations, ~hich point.tot.he existence of . '.: · C;lironology and functions reflected in the pottery 

· .regionaUy:based production centres cpe qlercq in prep). · · ~amian fro·m t~e Trier Massenfund (c AD 240-60), the 
· In the dominant · NOM. HA group, some specific Trier Louis-Linz-Strasse assemblage (c A_D 760-75) and 

technological, typological: .~as · well ·as · st,;listic ·the ShadweU 'London watch-tower (c · A~ 250, Bird 

. subito e.V licensed customer copy supplied .for Flanders Marine lnstitut.e library (SLI05X00225E), 

·-
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NOMFR 

Type2 

NOMRE 

Type 15 Type 17 Type 18 Type 19 

NOMHA 

Type I 

'~I~~. 
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Type ll 
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Type 13 

Fig 35: Pottery types present irz NOM wares, light grey indicates burnished areas. Not to scale 
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2002) all offer distinctive parallels for the OS 4980 
assemblage. On typological and technological grounds, 
the Oudenburg OS 4980 samian assemblage suggests a 
date of deposition in the period AD 240-;-60. The 
Moselkeramik black-slipped ware is the earlier 

. sandwich-fabri:c type and not the later . Trier fabric 
current from c 275 to the 4th century. However, the 
presence of the Gruppe II (Kiinzl 1997) motto-beaker 
places the filling of the pit after c AD 260. The presence 
of a New Forest product under~ines this. The Mayen lid
seated jar in coarse oxidized ware of a form which seems 
to be a transition Niederbieber 89-Alzey 27 also points 
to the later 3rd century. The slightly earlier date 
suggested· by the samian may be related to the possible 
longer life-span of these vessels, exemplified by the 
complete Dr 38 of Central-Gaulish origin, which must 
have been discarded around 50 years after the last 
products of Central-Gaulish workshops reached 
Northern Gaul. In considering all the evidence, we 
believe that the chronology reflected in the pottery 

. indicates a date around AD 260 or shortly afterwards. 

Stratigraphically the pit relates to the penultimate fort 
period. Radiate copies, low value coins which can be 
dated between AD c 275 and 300, have been found in the 
demolition laye(s of this phase. They also oc~ur in the 

demolition layers overlying a well which also went out 
of use at the same time as pit OS 4980 and which 
contained the same pottery fabrics, forms and stamps 
(for example the potter MERCUSSA). Radiate copies 
were also abundant in the burnt layers marking the last 
industrial activity sealing the layers of this period of 
activity at the fort. Study of the ceramics in these layers, 
confirms that they contain pottery of a slightly later date 
than the OS 4980 group with clear differences in both 
fabrics and typology in the later material. Samian ware is 
less well-represented, northern French products are 
present in larger quantities; a new flagon rim-type 
appears as do some Germanic sherds. This same range of 
pottery occurs in the levels sealing the deposition layers 
of OS 4980. The underlying pit-filling layers yielded far 
more samian ware, a large quantity of handmade ware, 
only a small number of northern French products and no 
Germanic pottery at all, indicating not only its earlier 
chronological date but probably also differing sources of 
pottery supply. Using this stratigraphic data, in 
conjunction with the ceramic and coin evidence we can 
therefore date the deposition of the OS 4980 pottery 
between AD 260--70. 

Functionally the pottery assemblage does not represent 
the whole range of pottery use (Fig 36 and 37). The 

250 ------------------------------ - --------------------------

200 -----------------------------····-··---------------------

150 ·····- - -- - -------- ------· ···- -------!~~---- - - -- - ---------
100 --- - ------------ - - -- -- ----------- - --
50 47 _ P.:_ ---• -- --- -----1~-- _1_9_. - -•• _2_4_. 

7 
-···-···-..4t •... -. ···---22 •••• • • tI ••••• 

2 7 

Fig 36: Pottery form types in fine and coarse fabrics by MN! 

Beakers . Cups Clshes Bowls Flagons Mortarla Ja15 Storage 

a Coarse 
Cfine 

Fig 3 7: Proportional{ omparison of the functional pottery types in fine and coars..e fabrics by MN! 
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majority of the assemblage .is pottery for the preparation 
and consumption of food with cooking-pot/jars 
predominant. Surprisingly storage ware is hardly 
present. The small quantity of flagons is also remarkable 
and may relate to . the military context or to chariging 
(pottery/food/drinking) consiimption patterns after the · 
mid 3rci century. Tableware· is well represented, but 
beakers in fineware are also sparse. Their function seems 
to have been t3ken over by beakers in handmade and fine 
reduced wares. The assem\)lage also · gives' new insights 
into the demand for samian in a later 3rd century context . 
in Northern Flanders and sheds an important light on the · 
later phases of production and export of s~mian from the 
Trier and Rheinzabem workshops. New· potters have 
been identified, and an insight is provided on "the trade 
mechanisms in operation at that time. Both production 
centres dominate the market in samian in . equal 
proportions, but major functional · differences can be 
seen; Trier is the provider of the majority of the dishes 
and mortaria while the Rheinzabern range of products 
was typologically more diverse. 

Percentage of vessel types present (by MNI) ' 
Jar/cooking pot · 44 % 
&~ Uo/o 
Beakers 
Dishes 
Flagons 
Storage 
Mortaria 

·' Cups 

Historical context 

·11 % 
6% 
4% 
4% 
.4% 
1% 

The suggested mite of c AD 260-70 for the pottery group 
OS 4980. arid other contemporary structures seems · to 
indicate important military activity during one or more 
periods of the. Gallic Empire (AD 260-74). This 
secession empfre wa5 created in the aftennath of. the· 
capture of the Emperor Valerian by the Sassanid Persians 
in AD 260, when Posf4mus, commander of the Rhine 
armies ·took the opportunity to revolt, -supported. by 
legions based in Gaul,' Spain and Britain (Konig 1981; . . ) , 

Drinkwater · 1987). Posturnus · and qjs successors · 
(Laelianus, Marius, Victorinus, and Tetricus·· I · and II) 
ruled the territory they controlled using the saine 
procedures as the offidal Roman Empire, with a senate 
and two annually elected con8uls. · 

insecurity and ·pleads for a monetary theory. Kropff 
(2007) argues that political instability is a more likely 
explanation. Between AD 260 and 268 a high number of 
coin hoards were buried in north-western .Gaul.. Hoards 
dating to AD 260 have a strong concentration in the 
western provinces of Belgium and the north-western part 
of France.to the Somme (Rogge ·l996, 81), while hoards 
of AD 268 are mainly found in the coastal area of north
westem Gaul (Gricourt 1988; .Rogge 1996,- 81; van 
Heesch 1998, 150): 

Coins issued by Postumus also suggest there were 
seabo_rne Germanic attacks. To celebrate his military 
successes against these pirates, Postuinus minted a series 
of different coin-types; coins · with a galley and the 
legend Laetitia Aug ('good fortune of the Emperor') .on 
the reverse, were minted in 261 AD (Gricourt 1988, 16 
and'41; Elmer 1941, 130,-152-57, 186, 237-46), and to 
commemorate successes in AD 268, coin-types with a 
galley and - the legend Felicitas Temp 
('happiness/prosperous times') on the reverse were 
minted around the end of the sununer of 268 . AD 
(Gricourt 1988, 40-41; Lopez Sanchez 2006, 40; Schulte 
_ 1983, 157-58). . . ' 

Increas_ing archaeological data also seem to support the 
idea that in addition to naval activities in coastal waters, 
there were troop concentrations along the shores of 
northern Gaul. Undoubtedly the harbours along the coast 
of Gallia Belgica and Germania Inferior were secured . . 
The Channel was the vital link between the Continent 
and Btjtain, and formed an jmportant part of the Gallic 
Empire. The fleets at the disposal of the Gallic Emperors 
would have played a major role in protecting this link. 

. . . 
. .In an article 40 years ago a~out the Roman coins from 

the -province of Zeeland (N), it .:was .suggested that the 
north. of Gaul had a-coastal defence . system (Boersma· 
1967; 76): Boersma noticed peaks in coin distributions 
from the , period of the . Gallic " Empire at Aardenburg, 
Domburg and Schouwen (ibid, 70, 71, 76). Aardenbiirg 
is situated c 32 km to the east of Oudenburg at the end of 
a road starting at Oudenburg and passing through 

· ·· Bruges. Like · Oudenburg, the Roman fortified site of 

· On a number · of occasions this Gallic. Empi~e· ·was · 
· invaded by Franks and Alemanni, mainiy, in· landbased · 

attacks, however accordirig to several researchers,· coin 
hoard . finds show that there were also . seaborne 
incursions. It has been s\iggested that the distribution and 
concentration of'coiri hoards iri'this peri~d in'dicat~s the 
course of the invasions. Delmair.e . (1995) however. 
questions the meaning of coin hoards as witnesses of . · · 

· Aardenb~ was .situ~ted on a sandy ridg~ overlooking 
the Coastal.Plain. Around AD .180 a playing-card shaped 
fort ·witl,i .sides 240xl50m was .. built at . Aardenburg 
defended by stone walls (Trimpe Burger 1973, 141-44). 
The occupation . of the fort became civilian around AD 
225 (Van Dierendonck 1987), but . was. probably. re-
occupied as a military camp during time of the Gallic 
Empire. s ·chouweri and Domburg are situated .on either 
side of the estuary of the ·oosterscheldt, which vyas the 
f!IOUth _of the, Scheidt in Roman times. Domburg was 
probably ._an important site at this time· since it liad a· 
temple dedi~ated to Nehalenni<i · and other. deities 

b
·t V \'censed customer copy supplied for· Flander~ Marine l.nstitute Library (SLI05XOQ225E) . 
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(Hondius-Crone _1955). At Domburg and .Schouwen the 
coin series show peaks of loss during the Gallic Empire, 
in particular during the years AD 1•268-73 (Boersma · 
1967,.70). 

The fort at O~denburg can now be added to the group of 
. sites known to have had important activity during the 
· Gallic Empire. Van Heesch ·noticed a peak of coin loss 

during the.years AD 260-75 ~n coins from the J Mertens 
excavations at the Oudenb~g fort (van Heesch 1998, 
165). The recent excavations confirm this finding. In the 
latest layers of the penultimate fort period there are a 
huge quantity of radiate copies of Tetricus I arid II and 
CQJlterriporaries (Dr J . van · ~eesch now dates these 
imitations more generally :to the period AD 275-300, 
pers comm). . '· 

This is not the only thing that Oudenburg has in.common 
with · the military_. site of Aardenburg. ··Research at 
Aardenburg has shown that it has levels with ex~ctly the 
same · pottery spectrum as. the .. OS 4980 assemblage ·
(Dhaeze in prep). Not only _the pottery types, but also the 
fabrics are identical,·· indicating that both sites · were· 

. supplied at the same·time with the same products." The 
second s.ub-phase in . this . penultimate fort period, 
showing a slightly different pottery : sp~~trurn, is 
probably to be dated slightly later, aroundAD 270-80. 

Conclusions . . .. 
It seems that the' military unit active at Ouderibllrg i~ the .. 
A0:260-70's under the reign of Postumus had access to 
supplies of :pottery . from a · number of. different 
production regions. Located . ~~ ~ :· access .. route to 
Britannia, the. site benefited from and was . obviously · 
influenced by the cominerce between Britannia and the . 
continent. This is reflected in . the . large amount of . . 
samian, and also in the influences of the Romano-British 
indu~ti'y such as the .Biack Burnished ~are imports· and 
the-Black Burnished ware imitatioris·in native handmade 
pottery. Although . there was : a · large S\Jpply of imports, . 
the regionally produced North Menapfail Coarse .Ware 
group, of both hand111ade arid wheel-thrown variants, 
prov.ided a major. part of: the. pottery. supply. to the fort> 
This indicates · that there must have been close contact 
between·soldiers and civilians in the surrounding region 
and that this native industry was still a viable .. activity' at 
a time ·when increasing politfoal instability. led 'to 
increased abandonment of civil rural sites. However, 

.. how the socio-economic pattern revealed. fr<>_m Jhe .Os 
49go.:gi-oup' can be ·more fully understood on · both a 
.regional' and inter-regional basis r(!mains open for . the . 
moment.- Further comparative research :at -.Oudenburg · 
and elsewhere will be needed to shed .light on the socfo-

. economic. aspects reflected. in the pottery groups of this . 
· historica(important period at the niid-~point between the · 
earlier and later periods of the Roman era. 

. .. .· . - t 
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